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ABSTRACT

An instrument to test the feasibility of imaging weapons concealed in a person's clothing
has been developed. A simple object-plane scanner, which records images on film, has been used
with two sensors. Trhe gallium arsenide photodetector has peak response at a wavelength of
0.285 mm and the indium. antimonide free electron bolometer responds at wavelengths near
0.75 mm. The performance of this instrument is anallyzed and potential improvements are
suggested. The imagery obtained with the two sensors is compared.
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SECTION
INTRODUCTION

The Imaging Crowd Surveillance System (ICSS) was built to test the feasibility of using passive
radiation in the wavelength range of 0.2 to 1.0 millimeter to detect weapons concealed in
clothing. Feasibility has been demonstrated and it should be possible to develop a system that
could display real-time imagery. The operator would be able to see the shape of metallic objects
carried in the clothing of individuals in a crowd. On the basis of shape, location and possibly the
action of the person, he would be able to make a judgment concerning the potential threat to
public figures appearing before the crowd. This system might be set up in a fixed location within
a building or on a vehicle for use outdoors.

"The same concept could be used to observe people passing through a controlled access,
especially if used in conjunction with a nonimaging metal detector. The region of observation
would not need to be confined, particularly, since the surveillance could be done from a distance
of 20 or more feet. Image interpretation by the operator would greatly reduce the false-alarm
rate with the combined system, even when a fairly sensitive nonimaging metal detector was used.

The concept to be tested was based on the fact that clothing appears to be partially
transparent at wavelengths longer than 0.2 mm. The transmission of a few types of cloth is
shown in Figure 1. These are all single-layer materials. At shorter wavelengths, clothing is opaque
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out to the X-ray portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, where an active system would be
required. The health hazard for an X-ray system designed to operate at distances greater than a
few feet would probably be unacceptably high. Therefore, if objects concealed on a person are
to be detected 20 feet away, or more, submillimeter or longer wavelength radiation will most
Riely be necessary. If this detection can be accomplished passively, no hazard exists.

Two video (fast) detectors with adequate sensitivity are available in the submillimeter
portion of the spectrum. The wavelengths of their peak response to blackbody radiation are
indicated by the two arrows in Figure 1. Although transmission improves with wavelength, the
e-nergy available for passive imaging decreases and the resolution for a given aperture becomes
worse as shown in Figure 2.
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The most expedient method for obtaining images with these two detectors was to build an
object plane scanner based on an existing instrument that uses a single detector. The medical
thermoscope concept used for this demonstration records the image line by line on an
oscilloscope from which a picture is taken.

In Section II, a detailed description of the feasibility demonstration system is given. Overall
system performance, including pictures taken with both ensors, is presented in Secf ion III and a
discussion of possible improvements and modifications is given in Section IV.
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"SECTION H
DESIGN AND OPERATION

A. Sensors

Two types of detectors were used, gallium arsenide and indium antimonide. Each detector
was mounted in modified research Dewars with appropriate cold shields and filters. The
characteristics of each of these components are described below.

1. Indium Antimonide Electron Bolometer

The InSb bolometer is a thermal detector which utilizes the electron gas in n-type InSb
at low temperatures as a sensing element. At temperatures below 10*K, the electrons are only
weakly coupled to the semiconductor lattice, and the absorption of radiant energy effectively
raises the temperature of the electron gas above the lattice temperature. This increase manifests
itself as a change in resistance.

The responsivity of the bolometer' to incident radiation, AW, for constant-current
bias, is given by

AV t7VY

eAW G

where r/ is the quantum efficiency for absorption of radiation, V is the applied dc bias voltage
across the detecting element, -y -(dRjdT)/R, the temperature coefficient of resistance of the
detector, and G ,epresents the thermA coadcztance of the electron gas with its surroundings,
that is, the lattice.

For InSb at low temperatures, R a Tz. where 0.5 < Z < 1.5 depending on carrier
concentration. For 2 X 10"' < n < 6 X 10 13, Z • 1.0. Thus,

_dR I= "- •" - 2)
idT T

Under optimum dc bias conditions

V2
--- - G 4T - G (3)
R

for AT I I°K.

Substituting Equations (2) and (3) into (1), the detector responsivity is

5 4

S .---- -- -(4)
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Because the absorption mechanism in this hot electron bolometer is one of free carrier
absorption, il depends strongly on the value of resistance. Electromagnetic theory calculations'

[ [show that the absorption coefficient is given by

where a, the material conductivity, is given by

00
a = (6)

! + W
2 r2

a,, is the dc conductivity, and r the momentum relaxation time for electrons. The velocity of
light is c, eo the permittivity of free space and e the relative permittivity of the semiconductor. For
InSb, from Equation (5),

a= Iola cmV' (7)

Thus, for optimum detector thickness (provided no integrating optics are used), t -• a , and for
a square element, from Equation (7)

R =(tY ( = 102 S2 (8)

The remaining quantity in Equation (4) is the thermal conductance, G, which is
determined by the electron-phonon interactions in the semiconductor at -the operating
temperature. Quantitative measurements 3 of this parameter have shown that a reasonable value
for the quantity, Ge, representing the thermal conductance per electron, is approximately 7 X
l0-17 W/iK.

Thus, from Equation (4), for T = 4 0 K,

S R-3-R - 1.5 X 10S(N)-½ (9)
GT

where N represents the total number of electrons in the detector. If it is assumed that the
mobility at 4.2°K is 3 X 10' cm 2V-' s-' . then as the thickness to optimize absorption is

(1020)-l, for a square detector of side L,

Nn L2 
_Nn

10 2 n q 3 X 104

2 (10)
2 X 1012 L

Thus. from Equation (9)

S 2! 102 L-' volts per watt (01)

Hence, for a I-mm square detector, the optimum responsivity is --10 V - W'.

6



This figure obviously can be improved upon if some fo;m of integrating optics Is
employed, as then, the active volume of the device can be reduced while still achieving the same
quantum efficiency.

The noise equivalent power (NEP) of the device will be determined by the responsivity
given in Equation (11) and the dominant noise mechanism. The ultimate NEP would be achieved
for the Johnson noise-limnited case. It was determined earlier that the optimum detector
resistance is 102 in. Thus,

Vj = (4kTRWf)P
(12)

= 1.5 X 10-'0 V " Hz-%

However, temperature fluctuations of the electron gas normally contribute a certain amount of
noise in these electronic bolometers and this effect will raise the noise voltage across the detector
by some 50 to 100 percent. Thus, the noise voltage in the ideal case will be given by

VN 5 2.5 to 3 X 10-10 V- Hz-% (13)

which in turn, when combined with Equation (11) , ields an NEP for a 1-rnm square detector of
"a3 X 10-13 W . zZ-. This would correspond toa peak D* ý 3 X 10" cm z• . W f.

"The response time of the electron bolometer is given by

'r, CIG (14)

where C represents the heat capacity of the electron gas, which in the nondew-nerate case is
-- (3/2)Nk, where k is a Boltzmann's constant. Thus,

T r =K 1.5k/Ge

or (15)
T. - 3 X 10' s

using the value for the thermal conductance per electron quoted ,'arlier. Thus, the bolometer.
although in essence a thermal detector, is inherently quite fast, with a bandwidth capability
approaching 1 MHz.

The spectral response of the detector is determined by the absorption mechanism, that
is, free carrier absorption, as expressed in Equations (5) and (6). Classical conductivity theory
yields a (0 + w2,r")-I dependence on the absorption coefficient, thus, when or > 1, the spectral
response should roll off as X2. The measured spectral response of the detector is flat to
X < 1000 pm, and then begins to roll off approximately as V&. This type of behavior is predicted
from quantum theory of free carrier absorption. The peak response of the inSb detector to
blackbody radiation occurs in the region of 750 pm.

-- •. .•, - ...t 2 .tt .' - •''~ • ,•, • •,.. _.- • .. . ,,;~-- -



A summary of expected detection characteristics based on calculations fcr the
optimum square detector of 100 ohms is given below.

1. Responsivity - 1,000 volts W-1

2. NEP a 3 X 10-13 W Hz-1/2

3. D* - 3 X 10"1 cm HzI/2 W- 1

4. Response time r,- - 3 X 10' seconds

5. Flat spectral response for ;# > 1,000, short wavelength rolloff as

The preamplifier developed for use with the InSb bolorneter has an equivalent noise at the
input -- 5 X 10-10 V - Hz-112, and represents the state-of-the-art for this type preamplifier. This
is larger than the noise predicted from the ideal device and would degrade the estimated NEP

*and D* values in the calculations for the 100-ohm detector. To overcome this preamplifier
limitation, detectors with resistances greater than 100 ohms were fabricated. Th. increase in
device responsivity, coupled with the fixed preamplifier noise limitation, more than offset the
small loss in absorption.

Typical detector resistances are from 200 to 706 ohms. The fabrication of these
devices and the characteristics of these detectors as measured with a blackbody are discussed in
the following paragraphs. In rare instances, a detector was observed to go through an aging
process in which the operating resistance and the detector responsivity increased by more than
an order of magnitude. Because the mode of operation of this type detector is not well
understood, discussion of its characteristics will be deferred to the discussion on increased
sensitivity in Subsection IV.D.

a. Fabrication Procedure

Indium antimonide (lnSb) material was supplied in wafer form by Cominco
American Incorporated, Spokane, Washington. These 20-mil-thick wafers were cut from various
regions of a single crystal boule and have a resistivity of 0.19 to 0.59 ohm-cm, a Hall mobility of
5.1 to 5.8 X l0s cm2 !V-s. and a net carrier concentration of 2.1 to 5.7 X 10'" cm-7 at 77 0 K.
The best units were fabricatf'd from the most closely compensated material. At 4.20 K this
material had a 10 ohm-cm resistivity and a mobility calculated to be 3.5 X 10 cm 2 /V-s. Then,
to obtain the optimum detector resistance of 100 ohms, a detector thickness of about 1 mm is
required.

As pointed out, best results were obtained with higher resistance detectors which
are considerably thinner than 1 mm. Typically, 20-mil-thick rectangular chips (60 by 90 mil) are
polished to a 1 0-mil final thickness using 5.0-pro alumina grit. The surface damage resulting from
this lapping process is removed by polishing the chips with 0.3-pum and then 0.05-Am alumina
grit.

The electrical contacts are formed by alloy'ng sulphur-doped indium onto the
ends of the chip. The sulphur was found to be necessary to form good ohmic contact to the
lnSb. The temperature at which this alloying takes place was found to be a crucial parameter in

determining detector characteristics. When this temperature is kept to a minimum, i.e., a value
near 270"C. devices with good detection characteristics could be consistently reproduced. At
higiher temperatures (T> 300°C), more erratic results including aging effects were observed.
These will be discussed in Subsection IV.D.

8



Several chemical etches were used to improve surface finish and to reduce I/f
noise in the device. Of these, the best seems to be H-NO 3 :HF:acetic acid in 5:3:3 volumetric
ratio. This etch acts fairly rapidly; an etch time of 3 to 5 seconds is required to give a clean
surface having a slight orange-peel like appearance. The detector is mounted on a sapphire
substrate and 1-mil gold leads are ball-bonded to the indium contacts. The finished device is then

ready for measurement.

b. Detector Measurement

A reasonable estimate of detector sensitivity can be obtained from a simple
analysis of the current-voltage characteristic. This data is taken at 4.2°K by mounting the
detector on a dip stick and immersing it in a bath of liquid helium. The current-voltage
relationship for a typical detector is shown in Figure 3. The beginning of the nonohmic region at

Sa 40-iA bias current results from the electric field heating of the electron gas to a temperature
slightly above that of the lattice. Observing this nonohmic behavior is a quick indication that a
particular device will be sensitive to submil!imeter radiation and is worthy of the time required
for further investigation. A very rough estimate of device responsivity can be obtained from the
I-V data by noting that

S = dV/dW (16)

dW = IdV + VdI (17)

dl/dV z R-1 (18)

S • (21)-I (19)

where I is taken at the operating point of the device near the beginning of the nonohmic region.
In this instance, a responsivity in the mid 10-V/W range is estimated.

Because a calibrated source of submillimeter radiation was unavailable, a black-
body radiator was used to measure detector responsivity. In these measurements, errors
introduced while estimating filter transmission characteristics and detector wavelength response
can easily give rise to errors of a factor of two or three in responsivity. At the submillimeter
wavelengths of interest, normal blackbody radiators no longer act in exact accord with Planck's
radiation formula.4 Corrections for this nonideal behavior were not taken into account. Hence,
detector responsivities obtained from the blackbody measurements must be considered as
estimates.

Bias dependence of the measured responsivity is displayed in Figure 4. The peak
in this curve corresponds to about I 0 -V/W responsivity, which is in rough agreement with that
estimated from the I-V data. It is noted that these values are somewhat higher than the 10 V/W
predicted for the free-electron bolometer. However, because of the crudeness of these calcula-
tions and the possible errors in the blackbody measurements, it is thought that the typical
detector, as characterized in Figure 3, is behaving as a free-electron bolometer.

As mentioned earlier, system noise is hinted by the 0.5 niViHLi2 input-noise
voltage of the preamplifier. At lower frequencies, the detector 1/f noise rises above this limit
(Figure 5). This data is a marked improvement over that obtained from earlier detectors in whýich
the "knee" occurred at about 400 Hz. Further improvement in these noise characteristics at the

9
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lower frequencies may possibly be obtained with additional work on the surface-preparation and
contacting techniques.

The system NEP, as measured with the typical detector at a chopping frequency
"of 800 Hz, ranges between I X 10-" and 3 X 10'` W/HzI 1 . This corresponds to a peak D*
approaching 1012 cm Hzi W-1. Further improvement in detection characteristics might be
obtained by using condensing light cones and integrating cavities to help reduce the active
detector volume while still maintaining high quantum efficiency.

2. Gallium Arsenide Extrinsic Photoconductor

The Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) photoconductive detector used in this work was supplied
by Dr. G. Stiiman of Lincoln Laboratories, and has been described at length in the literature., It
is discussed here only briefly. The photon-induced transition involved is bound state to bound
state (Is - 2p), which m itself does not result in photoconductivity. The transition from the 2p
level to the conduction band is made via phonons, and thus, the optimum temperature operation
range of this device is quite restricted. The temperature must be low enough for a significant
number of donors to be neutralized (is states occupied) for the first stage of the transition
(Is - 2p), and yet high enough so that enough phonons are available for the second transition
(2p - conduction band). The optimum rang,- of temperature is 40 to 6.00K.

"The unusual nature of the photoconductive transition means that the spectral response1 ris very sharp, and for the Dewar and filter arrangement is centered around 286 pim (the Is - 2p
transition is a54.4 X 10-1 eV), with a spectral bandwidth of approximately 40 Am. The detectoriII
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element consists of a high-purity epitaxial layer of n-type GaAs on a substrate of senmi-insulating
GaAs and is 1.7-mm square. The measured resistance under the reduced background conditions
of operation was 8 X 106 f2. The optimum bias voltage for the detector was 0.15 V. At higher
bias levels, the signal and the signal to noise began to degrade, because of impact ionization of
the shallow donor levels involved.

Blackbody measurements yielded a value for blackbody responsivity Sbb 960 V W- 1

and a blackbody D* - 5 10X cm Hz4W- . Using the measured spectral response, these
translate into peak values of S, 5L, 106 V W-1 , and DX* 10 1O' cm HzW-W'. The D* value
corresponds to an NEP (noise equivalent power in i-Hz bandwidth) 2 X 10"13 W/Hz-,'/.

The measured noise voltage at optimum bias was 2 X 10-l V Hz- and there was no
indication of excess I/f noise down to frequencies of 20 Hz.

The frequency response of the detector is limited by the high impedance of the device
in conjunction with the input parameters of the preamplifier. This aspect of the detector
performance is discussed in Subsection II.B.

3. Dewars and Cold Shield

a. Dewar Design

The helium Dewars used in this work were standard research Dewars models
CLF-2 and CLF-3MD, made by Quantum Electronics Corporation, Houston, Texas. The working
surface of the CLF-3MD Dewar was modified to make a cylindrical cavity projecting into the
helium bath. Schematics of the Dewar working space for the two sensors are shown in Figures 6
and 7. Parts were aluminum or copper. No identifiable difference in cooling was noticed as long
as the surfaces fit tightly.

The preamplifiers are mounted directly on the connector at the side of the
Dewar. Twisted, number 35 manganin leads are used between the detector and the connector
because of the low thermal-to-electrical conductivity ratio of manganin.

Crystalline quartz and polyethylene windows were used, however, polyethylene
provided notably better transmission for the GaAs detector than the quartz. For the lnSb, the
difference was not significant. Additional tests demonstrated that Teflon would have made very
good windows.

The filters were fitted tight mechanically, and a small amount of thermal grease
was used to assure adequate thermal conductivity. It was important that the filters be well
cooled and that no light leaks occur inside the inner cavity if the detectors were to operate at
their maximum efficiency. The aluminum relay mirror was placed inside the cold shield so it
could be used as a reflection filter, if necessary.

The inside of the outer aluminum cold shield had a specially prepared absorbing
surface so that all radiation outside the acceptance cone was absorbed and not reflected onto the
filters. The acceptance cone at the detector was defined by the hole in this shield. The absorbing
surface was prepared in the manner described by Pipher and Couck.6 This consisted mainly of
Parsons Optical Black Undercoat and Flat Black made into a thick layer by dusting the tacky
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surface between applications with a hairy flock. The V2- to 1-mm thickness used in this work
appeared to be sufficiently black for all wavelengths of interest.

b. Cold Shield Temperatures

The temperature of surfaces mounted on the Dewar cold plate can be estimated
from a knowledge of the radiant energy reaching the cold shield and the rate at which this heat
is conducted to the liquid helium. The important heat transfer features and the approximate
temperatures that should be encountered can be determined with a plane geometry
approximation shown in Figure 8. In this model,

ej= emissivity of surface i

J oý ~= absorptivity of surface i= e

ýj= reflectivity of surface i 1 - e

A. outside area of cold shield

As cross section of cold shield walls

A= cross section of contact With Cold SurfaL~c

LS length of cold shield

LC thickness of contact

13
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where a =5.67 X 10-12 W/CM 2 (OK) 4 At equilibrium, this same, amount of heat is conducted
from surface 3 to 5:

kA,A kcAc
q ~ ~ L (T '4 T4 - T's (21)

In practice, the emissivities are all small and approximately equal so that

A0 a (T I - T 3 ) ksk~
- ~ (T3 -Ts) (24/e -2 ks + kc

where k, (k1A,)1L, and k,, = (kcAc)/Lc. In properly functioning Dewars, T3 will be much less
than T, so that T3 can be determined from

T3  =T 5  +(ks + k,) u A , T i (23
kske (4/e - 2)

The heat absorbed by the liquid helium is given by Equation (22). T1he temperature of the outer
cold shield. Tq. should not be much greater than 20*K. Except for radiation through the
window, where surfaces 1, 2, and 3 do not exist, it will be much nearer to 4.20K. Typical
conditions might be represented by the following values:
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e 0.02 to 0.15

A. = 100 to 135 cm2

As=6 to 9cm2

A, = 20 to 40 cm 2

LS = 5.5 to 10 cm

Le = l0-3 to 10-2 cm

ks = 4 to 30 W/cm 'K

kc = 5 X 10-4 to 7.5 X 10-3 W/cm OK

T,= 300'K

Ts = 4.2*K.
Using worst case values, k. = 2.4 W/0K, kc = 1.0 W!°K

=-.2+3.4 X 5.67 X 10-"2 X 135 X (300)4•|•• T3 = 4.2 + 2=4.560K
2.4 X 24.75

and q = 0.25 W which represents, even in the worst case, about 0.3 liter per hour of liquid
helium evaporation due to the cold shield on the bottom of the Dewar. Actual helium boiloff
from all causes was about this rate.

The window will admit additional heat, most of which will be absorbed by the
inside surface of the outer cold shield. This will not significantly alter temperatures of the filters
and the inside cold shield if they are in close thermal contact with the Dewar cold surface. The
outer edge of the outer cold shield was measured to be about 90K.

c. Cold-Shield Requirements

Sensor noise, for a detector that is adequately cold-stopped, will arise either from
internal detector noise, or in the theoretical limit from photon fluctuations in the signal. For this
condition to be met, the cold shield must be maintained at a sufficiently low temperature that
the statistical photon noise from the detector surroundings is small compared to the signal
statistical noise or the detector noise, whichever is larger. The detector noise is limiting in this
case and the noise equivalent power (NEP) is less than I X 10-12 W/Hz½. Detectors may be
improved, so it is important that noise from other sources be kept well below this value.

The NEP due to radiation from the cold shield used in this system can be
calculated in a straightforward manner. However, the usual blackbody approximations cannot be
applied at these wavelengths and temperatures. For instance, the peak energy emission for a
S100K cold shie!d is at a wavelength of 0.29 mm.

The power radiated into a hemisphere per unit wavelength is

[1 2 irc2 h 1
1X e(24)
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where x = hc/XkT. The number of photons/cm 2 s per unit wavelength is

2wrc Ir= •4e(25)

X4 exl

and the mean square fluctuation in the number of photons/cm2 s in the interval AX is given by

n =21rcAx ex
An (eX 1)2 (26)

This is the statistical fluctuation in numbers of photons emitted and absorbed on all surfaces
inside a uniform temperature cold shield, including the detector of area A. Therefore the mean
square fluctuation in number of photons/s in an area of the size of the detector is An 2 A. The
rms fluctuation in the electrical bandwidth, Af, for a photoconductive detector of quantum
efficiency Q is

Vf4Af An 2 AQ (27)

A noise equivalent power (NEP) can be calculated as the signal power in a band centered at X.,
which would produce the same fluctuation as the photons from the cold shield. Then

hc 14WAf 2 A
NEP - 3/ Q (28)

QQ

To calculate the mean square fluctuation in number of photons on the detector
from the cold shield it is necessary to integrate the product of Equation (26) and the unfiltered
detector response over all wavelengths. To simplify the procedure, an equivalent square wave
response is substituted for the true response so that integration can be performed between two
wavelengths X, and X 2 -

x
An2 = dX (29)

n X4 (ex- 1)2
A1

n2 = 2r-c ( ) ) (x2 + 2+ ) (30)
(hc n=l 2X

The series of Equation (30) converges rapidly for T"A < 1 cm 'K. For larger
values, Equation (29) can be evaluated numerically, or as in the case of the InSb bolorneter
(which has response to very long wavelengths such that XT ý, 1), the sum for x2 -• 0 becomes
V2 /3 and Equation (30) can be evaluated with only a few terms of the series for the short
wavelength cut-on A1 . Two detector response bands of interest are 0.25 to 0.30 mm,
representative of unfiltered GaAs, and 0.6 to oc, representative of InSb. The mean square
fluctuations in the number of photons/s on the detector from the cold shield in these bands is

17



shown in Figure 9. Also indicated is the mean square fluctuation from 300°K signals through the
filter bandpass.

The noise equivalent power due to statistical fluctuation in the signal will depend
on the spectral character of the sensor response and on the sensor geometry. This is the lower
limit to NEP for this particular system looking at 300CK objects and can be approximated by
assuming an equivalent square-wave spectral response for the detectors.

The power emitted by a 3000K graybody (emissivity e) in the wavelength interval
X, to X2 is

-- fP eW=dX= f 
2

#kcTdk X 2 .6-i ( I 1) (31)

for

hc
AkT

For the two detectors used in this work,

GaAs

X, = 2.7 X 10-2 Cm

X2 = 2.9 X 10-2 CM

P = e2.39 X l0 6 W/cm 2

InSb -_,0 14------------------

X , = 5.90 X 10-2 cm I000 K IGNAL X-0.6 M M-

X2 = -0 1 KtGA

P = el. 2 6 X I0V W/cm 2  X J

foreah The emitting area of a target U

for each resolution element will be P3ay SNISLO

Irl COLD oIFlIL.O(0g 1010 X=0.25MM--O 30MM

where oi is the angular resolution and R 1
is the distance of the target from the
collecting aperture. The radiant intensity F
from one resolution element of the target I
is then toI

j 0 4 12 4S 20 24
pa R2 W/r1507TIEMPERATURE (DEGRgE KELVIN)m J = W/sr 1,47507

4

Figure 9. Statizt PhotWn Fluctuation from (old Shiekis
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The fraction of radiation reaching the collecting aperture is determined from the solid angle

f= wsin2 0/2 =wsin 2 (arc tan D/2R) ( for small)

where 0 is the angle subtended by the aperture of diameter D at the target. For an
optical efficiency ?1, the radiant power at the detector will be

= lPa 2 R.sin2 (arc tan D/2R)
4 D(32)wripo2 D2

16

For this system, Oi2D2/16 25 2.25 X 10-4 cm 2 for a - 2 X 10-3 radian. Therefore, for
GaAs,

Pd ef 1.69 X 10-9 W

and for InSb, where a -a 4 X 10-3 rad:

Pd ei 3.55 X 10-9 W

The mean square fluctuation in numbers of photons reaching the detector in this system is

Pd e x d _ %_ I

anA+ (33)
hv ex_ hv \X

For GaAs

hv = 7.0 X 10-22 Ws/photon

x= 0.168

An 2 = ei 1.6 X 1013 §-1

For InSb

hv 2.8 X 10-22 Ws/photon

x = 0.069

An 2 = et 1.9 X 1014 s-1

These are the values indicated in Figure 9 fot . 1.

The NEP from the signal energ3 a one is

NRP, = V Mi n (34)
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where Q is the quantum efficiency

Thus, for

GaAsilll
NEs= 5.5 X oris W/HIz'

InSb

P= 7.8 X 1 '- W/Hz%NEP, ý

This is, then, the theoretical limit to NEP for this system looking at 300'K objects. !f
photon noise from the cold shield is comparable to this, it will be well below detector
noise. It can be seen from Figure 9 that for cold shield temperatures less than PKiout 25°K,
the noise ccntributed by the shield is less than that due to statistical fluctuations of the
incoming signal. Both contribute significantly less noise than the measured NEP of the
detectors.

4. Images Through Clothing

Images are made from differences in power reaching the detector as the scanning optics
moves the scene across the detector. At long wavelengths, the power emitted by a graybody
depends linearly on the temperature so that as the target area passes from an object at
temperature T, to one at T 2 the power change on the detector is

TT 2  Pd
AP = Pd - Pd j=-' AT

since Pd was calculated for a 300°K graybody. For the case of a metallic object concealed
beneath a partially absorbing layer of cloth, the contrast is between the power from the person
and his clothing and the power reflected from the surroundings after passing twice through the
covering material. Assuming the clothing and body to have an emissivity of one at these
wavelengths and the metal to be a perfect reflector, the power difference will be

AP--P Tbr + T,(l -r) - [Trr + T( - 7,A r, - T(1 - TS) (35)

where

Tb = Body temperature

Tc = Average clothing temperature

T, = Temperature of cover over the metal (which may equal Tc if the
metal has reached equilibrium)

T, = Temperature of the room or outdoor surroundings

rc = Clothing transmission

7s = Transmission of cover over the metal

20



For instance, if the metal is carried next to the body and is at body temperature, so that
-r. =,r, = T and T, = Tc, then

APTb - Tjr- T(l - r)) (36)3(6

If the cloth assumes an average temperature between Tb and Tr,

Pd ( + -r)
AP=-ý-r (Tb -T,j (37)

300 2

The coefficient 1(l + u0f/2 is shown in Figure 10. For good transmissivity, this does not differ
greatly from the simple assumption that the differential power reaching the detector as it scans
over the concealed metal is directly proportio al to r. In fact, some of the numerous
approximations that have been made in arriving at Equation (37) will result in a signal
overestimate and some in an underestimate. For instance, if temperature of the clothing over the
metal is less than clothing not over metal, that is, Ts < T, then the signal will be greater than
indicated by Equation (37). Also, when r. > rc, which will often be the case, the signal should
be improved. Therefore, the difference in power reaching the detector in the two circumstances
will be assumed to be

AP Pd r(Tb T,) (38)

S 0.5 -, 1

1.-c/

00.s 1 .0

T1

162•363

Fjpms 10. [•odrkimt -,0I r)/2

J4



The temperature difference is typically 1S0C, so that AP 25 Pd i/20 = eirr 2 X 10-10 W for the
InSb detector. If the NEP of the system is IV013 W/Hz'/ 2 , then in a I5-kHz bandwidth the
signal to noise is

AP/NEP - 14 errr

5 Filters

Response curves for the GaAs and InSb detectors used in the study are given in
Figure 11 along with the 300'K blackbody radiation curve. The filters were black polyethylene
and quartz. These curves are plotted as a function of wavelength for convenience. However, the
response and radiation intensity are for unit wave number. On a scale above these response
curves is plotted the atmospheric absorption coefficient as measured by Furashov. 7

Without filters or atmospheric attenuation, the signal from the detector when looking
at a 3000 K blackbody would be proportional to the product of the spectral radiant emittance
anc the detector response. When filters are added, it is necessary to convolve the filter
characteristics with those of the detector and blackbody radiant emittance.

One of the most common filters employed in the submillimeter portion of the
spectrum is black polyethylene which consists of carbon powder embedded in polyethylene
sheet. The transmittance curve in Figure 12 is taken from the measurements given by Moller.'
While this material ia effective in eliminating visible radiation, it transmits too much of the
infrared to be used by itself as a long wavelength pass filter for GaAs in the submillimeter.

The use of restrahlen crystal powder suspended in polyethylene has been shown to
"provide high absorption in the far -infrared and good transmission at submillimeter wave-
lengths.8 ' 9 Restrahlen filters were made at Texas Instruments in order to obtain the sharpest
cutoff pnssible for wavelengths shorter than about 0.28 mm. Two slightly different compositions
were used.

TI-I Polyethylene, 2.0 parts; KI, 0.4 parts; NaCI, 0.2 parts; TI1, 0.5 parts

TI-2 Polyethylene, 2.0 parts; KI, 0.4 parts; NaCI, 0.2 parts; KRS, 6 (44-percent
T1Br, 56 percent TICI), 0.5 parts.

Filter characteristics for these two compositions are plotted in Figure 9, based on measurements
made by Professor Hiroshi Yoshinaga. Many other restrahlen crystal power combinations are
possible but none have absorption band3 at wavelengths longer than 0.2 mm.

For long-wavelength pass filters with a cutoff wavelength longer than 0.2 mm. it is
necessary to use metal mesh as either a transmission or as a reflection filter. Reflection filters are
preferred because the reflected energy at long wavelengths is greater and the rejection of short
wavelengths, by scattering or transmission, is better. Measured characteristics of a variety of
reflection filters are given by Mitsuishi, and others," and their use is described by Moller." The
measured reflection characteristics of 100-mesh (wires per inch) metal mesh filter are plotted in
Figure 12. Other mesh could be chosen to select a different portion of the submillimeter
spectrum.

Reflection filters were not used in the Ga, s Dewar, however the relay mirror surface
was roughened to scatter short-wavelength radiation. The ýatector response curves of Figure 11
were made with filters consisting of black polyethyiene and crystal quartz. When the TI-2
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restrahlen filter was added to the GaAs sensor, the response curve was changed as shown in
i "Figure 13. This was the filter combination used in the system except that the crystal quartz

filters were sometimes removed with no apparent change in detection performance.

To determine the spectral response of these two filtered sensors to a 300*K blackbody,
the response curves of lnSb and GaAs from Figure 11 and the filters from Figure 12 must be
weighted with the blackbody emission curve of Figure II. This renormalized response is shown
in Figure 14. This should be a good approximation to the spectral response of the present system
to radiation emitted by the target scene. However, in the case of InSb, the spectral response
curve raay be shifted to shorter wavelengths due to the mismatch of the detector size to the
diffraction blur circle for longer wavelengths.

6. Pressure-Induced Noise in the InSb Detector

Low frequency noise (< 5 Hz) with a variable amplitude that is sometimes as large as a
microvolt has been directly correlated with changes in gas pressure above the liquid helium bath.
Since signals are typically a few tenths of a microvolt, this noise source causes image streaking
and can even saturate the screen. Images can be obtained by passing the signal through a
ligh-pass filter that cuts off at 5 Hz. However, there is probably still some noise from this source
and some loss of signal. To verify the mechanism responsible for these fluctuations, an estimate
was made of the signal to be expected within the system bandpass (--0.3 to 3,000 Hz) from a
change in pressure above the helium bath.

a. Detector Temperature

For carrier concentrations in
these InSb detectors, the resistance at temper-
atures near 4.2°K is approximately propor-
tional to temperature. Therefore, for small

so -AT,

FILTER -AR a R AT/T

701 1 ao 70s- For a bias current I, the signal
across the detector due to a temperatureS60 - change AT will be

SAN = I AR = I R AT/T (39)[ ! | WILThR•

6 •o / I For instance, under present operating condi-

" \tions,
/I = 7 X 10- amperes

S/ R = 500 ohms
/\

o T=4.20 K.

. 0.2 0.3 ., so that
WAVILEN•TH (MI"LIMEr'•.)

I1 7510 AN ý5 0.83 X 10-2 AT volts

Figure 13. Gallium Arsenide Filtered Detseto RCWsD 4
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Therefore, temperature variations of 10 OK would produce almost I microvolt of noise.

b. Liquid Helium Thermal Inertia

The vaporization curve slope for liquid helium near 4.2°K and one atmosphere
pressure is

AT/AP 2! 1.4 X 10-3*K/torr (40)

If the total heat load on the liquid helium bath is H cal/s, then the temperature will change to
the new equilibrium temperature at the rate of

S = H/CpV *K/s (41)

where C = 1.0 cal/g°K is the heat capacity, p =-0.1251 g/cm 3 is the density and V the volume of
liquid helium in the Dewar. If the low-frequency cutoff of the system is fL, the largest
temperature change of the liquid helium that could be observed through the system electronics is

H1 
-

ATmax - H K (42)
CpVfL
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This is equivalent to saying that the thermal inertia of the helium bath will allow only changes
of ATma or smaller within the time interval I/fL. More noise can be expected from this source
with smaller volumes and larger heat loads. A typical heat load of H 5 0.25 W - 0.06 cal/s with
0.25 liter of helium and fl = 0.3 Hz would result in an observable change for AT, , 6.4 X
10-3° K which represents about a 4-torr pressure change.

Since the helium is boiling, almost all the heat load is going into heat of
vaporization (6 cal/g). When the boiling point is changed slightly by changing the vapor pressure,
the entire liquid temperature will change at about the rate S. However, the temperature at the
liquid-container interface will probably change faster and this new temperature will be
distributed rapidly throughout the liquid by convective processes. Although it is the temperature
at the walls rather than that of the entire liquid that is important, an estimate of the rate of
change of inside-wall temperature caused by a pressure change is not as easy to make. This
"would depend upon such things as the shape of the container and the effectiveness of detailed
convective processes at the container wall. Therefore estimates of the thermal inertia of the
liquid helium derived here are conservative.

e. Cold Wall Thermal Inertia

The problem is to find what fraction of the temperature Qhange occuring on the
inside wall of the Dewar is transmitted to the detector within the system response time.

The solution for the temperature change on one side of a slab of thickness 2, and
thermal diffusivity K due to a temperature change AT, on the other side is' 2

4 ( -)n 4 2

AT- -l e 2 n e

This form coverges rapidly for values of #ct/£2 > 0. 1, but after a sufficiently long time, t )> R/K,

the change in temperature is transmitted almost undiminished through the slab. Thermal
diffusivity is given by

K

pC

where K is the thermal conductivity, p the density and C the heat capacity of the slab. The InSb
detector is mounted on a thin sapphire sheet which is attached to a copper disk. This copper
disk is bolted to the Dewar copper work surface. The sapphire sheet and copper impurities will
be ignored and only the properties of pure copper will be used for the slab.

T 4.2K 300*K

"P 8.9 glcm' 8.9 g/cm3

U8.' cal/s wn°C 095 cal/s cmrC
C 2.5 x 10- cal/g*C 92 X 10-' Cal/g°Ci =K/PC 1.27 X 10' crnl/s 1.16 cm'/s
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These figures show that for time intervals and slab thicknesses for which there is great
attenuation at room temperature, there will be no significant attenuation at 4.20K. In this case,
Sý- 1 cm so that any changes in temperature on the helium side of the work surface will be

transmitted almost unattenuated to the detector within the system response time of about 3 X
IV0- seconds. Therefore, the thermal inertia of the cold wall and detector mounts can be
neglected.

Equations (39) and (40) can be combined to give the noise voltage associated
with pressure changes above the liquid helium

AN = 1.4 X I0-3 AP IR/T = 1.16 X 10-l volts/torn (43)

with the restriction imposed by Equation (42) that the maximum voltage that could be detected
at a frequency f would be

IRH H
ANmax = 6.63 X 10- volts

TCpVf Vf

For instance, if H - 0.06 cal/s, V 250 cm 3 and f 1 Hz

AN < 1.6 X 10-1 volts

Equation (43) therefore shows that pressuce changes of only 0.1 torr will add noise at low
frequencies.

B. Amplifiers

The overall bias and preamplifier function plan for both detector types (photoresistive GaAs
and InSb) is shown schematically in Figure 15A. The preamplifier and bias functions are
accomplished in an input circuit termed a "preamplifier" as indicated in Figures 1SB and C. The
balance of the gain necessary to raise signal and noise levels to that required at the scanner
electronics input is accommodated in a circuit called an auxiliary :mplifier. The auxiliary
amplifier also provides step variable gain for two bandwidths (3 and 30 kHz) for the two
detectors, continuously variable gain adjust, and a step down (±30 to ±15 V) voltage regulator to
bridge from scanner electronics mains to those required for the pre- and auxiliary amplifiers.

Two preamplifiers are required because of the considerable differences in the resistance
levels and output noise voltages exhibited by the two detectors. The GaAs detector employed
exhibited resistances around 2 MR and output noise voltages of a200 nV/Hz½ when uperating at
optimum bias of 20. 15 V, at liquid helium temperature. The typical lnSb detector, in contrast,
had a resistance of a few hundred ohms and output noise voltages ol 0.5 nV/Hz/ at 10 kHz at
optimum operational bias and temperature.
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1. Gallium Arsenide Preamplifier

This preamplifier shown schematically in Figure 16 is basically a direct coupled
inverting amplifier of conventional design fed back in a transimpedance mode. The input stage,
Q, and Q2, uses a matched JMET pair with a constant-current emitter source, Q-1. Only the
inverting input is made available externally. The positive input, gate of Q2, is used internally to
set detector bias. The second stage, Q3 and Q4, is also a differential stage employing bipolar
transistors with a constant current source, Q8 . The second stage has a single-ended output and
drives a compiementary bipolar transistor output stage push-pull pair, Q5 and Q6 -
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wee Operating charazteristics and parameters for this preamplifier are given in Table 1,S~where

VnA = short circuit equivalent input amplifier noise voltage

"'A = open circuit equivalent input amplifier noise current
Rin with a remark of "passive" means input resistance with Q,

"not in the circuit or with the circuit deactivated.

a. Detector Bias

The transimpedance mode preamplifier was selected for use with the GaAs
detector because of the biasing and frequency response characteristics of this type amplifier.
Consider detector biasing. Ideally, the transimpedance amplifier has the property that it repeats
at its inverting (-) input whatever voltage is applied to its noninverting (+) input ± the amplifier
input offset voltage (VIo) as long as the amplifier output does not saturate. Near-optimum
detector operation is achieved with constant dc voltage bias and this amplifier can achieve such
operation over fairly large ranges of detector impedance, depending on circuit design.

The dc bias voltage wanted is set up at the (+) input (Q2 gate of Figure 16) with
the resistor network provided and the necessary dc voltage is repeated at the detector input [(-)
input, Q, gate I. The l-mF capacitor bypassing the gate of Q2 to ground is included for noise
minimization.
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TABLE L GaA& FREAMPLIFIER CHARACTERISTICS AND PARAMETERS

-Oaractalstlc/Pazametre Value Remazks

Open Loop Gain (g) 5.6 k (Y/v)

Open Loop Frequency Response
Low (fl) dc (Hz)
High (fh) 45 k(Hz) RG Ion

T ___p___ii f 100 Nf"l vMad'-'" • Loop Gain (gcI) Rf9 00M

RD RD v

Closed Loop Frequency Response
Low (X!) dc Hz
High (h) >50kHz RG - soon

Noise Characteristic
VA (1 kHz) 3.4 nV/Hz4 RG - l0n

(10 Hz) 13 nV/Hz% RG = 10n

'inA (1 kHz) <10-2 pAtHz% (C)

Input Parameters 83.3 Ma Puasive

Rm -2,10' n (C) Active

B-60 pf (C)
Output Parameters

Ro 426 a (C)

Maximum Output Swing > 13 V(M)

Voltage SupplyV 15 V
V- is V

Quiescent Current Drain
S2.85 mA (M)
1- 2.86 mA (M)

power .r<90 mW

NOTE:
For I drain indicate C or E for calculated or estimated, or M for measured.

The GaAs detector used exhibited a resistance of 22 MS2, and an optimum dc
bias range of 0.13 to 0.16 V. Detector resistance varied considerably (> ±20 percent) with
background conditions which would cause a variation of >+20 percent in the detector voltage
responsivity and, thus, preamplifer output if a voltage mode amplifier had been employed.
However, the transimpedance wode preamplifier responds only to the detector current
responsivity which should remain constant with such fluctuations as long as detector voltage bias
remains constant.

Detector bias was set at 0.14 V, which is in the optimum voltage range. The GaAs
preamplifier employs an external bias source in addition to feedback bias. This enables the
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amplifier to bias a somewhat wider range of detector resistance than with only feedback bias.
External bias is provided with the 500-MS2 resistor connected to the Q, gate. At 0.14 V bias,
VB, the detacLor resistance, RD, range covered is 1 MS1 < RD < -. For lower VB, the range
would extend to lc.wer RI and vice versa.

b. Frequency Response

Unloaded detector frequency response (where the detector load resistor RL >, RD)
is primarily limited by the detector-Dewar resistance- capacitance (RC) time constant. Voltage
amplifier input capacity, interconnecting cable capacity, and so forth, add to this time constant
and reduce detector-preamplifier frequency response. In a scanner, a flat frequency response over
the spectrum of interest is necessary. The transimpedance (XZ) amplifier provides a means of
accomplishing this end without frequency boost circuits or without passively loading the
detector, and, thus, without the possibility of spoiling detector signal-to-noise performance. The
XZ amplifier extends frequency response by loading the detector actively and if amplifier noise
is sufficiently low the loading does not spoil detector signal-to-noise performance. A simple
example illustrates this result. In the laboratory, a moderately high input-impedance voltage
amplifier (Ri. 5 67 MS2, Cm - 30 pF), external bias box, cables, and so forth, were used to
determine detector D*, voltage responsivity, impedance, and optimum bias. In this system
frequency response was determined to be 500 Hz. With detector impedance at :;2 MR2, this
response frequency indicates a system distributed, capacity of 150 pF. To extend the frequency
response to the required 30 kHz would necessitate that the distributed capacity be reduced to
:2.5 pF, a near impossible feat. However, a preamplifier that reduced the input resistancz to
-1.7 X 104 with the same capacity, or a somewhat higher value with Cin <150 pP, could

accomplish the same response capabiltity. The GaAs preamplifier does the latter, having an
Ri 25 20 k12 and a Cin a 60 pF, Table I. Allowing 10 pF for detector-Dewar capacity (CD)
yields a potential frequency response capability of

fh ½=rRim(Ci, + CD) > 100 kHz (44)

which is suficient to cover the required 30 kHz.

Figure 17 gives the results of frequency response tests on the GaAs preamplifier-
auxiliary amplifier combination. Both curves (bandwidth = 3 and 30 kHz) were obtained by using
a 2-M12 wire-wound resistor as a noise source, inasmuch as a detector was not available at the
time. The resistor frequency characteristics were a remarkable simulation of the detector. Noise
was used as the signal source for the 30-kHz measurement because the highest speed chopper
available was 5 kHz. Although the 30-kHz bandwidth goal was not attained in this test, the
15 kHz obtained was judged to be sufficient. The feedback circuit, RFI , CS, and Rs of
Figure 16, can be used to adjust high frequency response when a more reliable signal source is
available. Noise and chopped blackbody tests indicated the 3-kHz bandwidth was quite accurate.

0
M:KOWIOTH=

.- 10 ' 30 KHZ
h>_ • UAHOWITH'•=• ,

I KH
* ot I I I I

-30
10 1 K 1OK 1O0K

1473 i UPFREQUIEN4CY IKRT2I

Fture 17. Gallium Arsenide ]eamplifier Auxiliary Amplifrn
Combimtion Relative Frecusency Response
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c. Noise Considerations

Noise considerations for this preamplifier are not too stringent because of the
relatively high detector-output noise voltage (200 nV/HzP). When a detector-preamplifier
combination is put together, one important consideration is the relationship of preamplifier total
equivalent input noise voltage (VnAT ) and detector output noise voltage (vnD). Since detector
D* (PD*) is inversely proportional to noise, it is desirable for the preamplifier to add as little
noise as possible so that system D* (Ds *) is degraded only a minimum amount from that of the
detector (DD )- For example, if

VnAT VnD/2 (45)

then

Ds* >, 0.87 DD* (46)

a barely detectable D* degradation. Further, if

VnAT = VnD (47)

then

Ds 0.707 DD* (48)

a usually reasonable limit to D* reduction. For the GaAs preamplifier VnAT < 53 nV/Hzyz. Thus,
with VaD "5 200 nV/Hz%, this preamplifier betters the relation in Equation (45) by a factor of 2
and

Ds* = 0.97 DD* (49)

VnAT for this preamplifier is given by the relation,

<nAT VnRIp RI - P vnA(l)9 inT RD (nV/Hz ) (50)

where

V lN-P Johnson-Nyquist (thermal) noise voltage (nV/Hz") of the
amplifier passive input resistance --1.2 pV/Hz4

RD detector resistance -Z2 Mf2

RINP = preamplifier passive input resistance -583.3 M12

SVfA (I) = preampifier short-circxmt equivalent input-noise voltage at
1 Hz < 40 nV/Hz , a nearly worst case

inT input transistor equivalent open-circuit input-noise current
1 .l•0- pA/Hz½

" quadrature addition.
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d. System D* Versus Detector D*

Measurements indicated no essential difference between detector 0* and
detector-preamplifier-auxiliary amplifier D* for the GaAs system.

2. Indium Antimonide Preamplifier

This preamplifier is shown schematically in Figure 18 and is basically an ac-coupled
noninverting amplifier of simple design fed back in a conventional manner for a closed loop gain
of 10'. The input stage employs a pair of low noise voltage JFETs (Q-l) which operate in
parallel for lower noise voltage performance. The second stage employs a single, low-noise voltage
and current bipolar transistor (Q2). The output circuit is a complementary bipolar transistor
push-pull pair (Q3 and Q4).

1 Operating characteristics and parameters for this preamplifier are summarized in
Table II.

a. Detector Bias

Detector bias is provided by the constant-current source circuit, involving tran-
sistor QA and the IN754 zener diode as indicated in Figure 18. The constant-current technique

I 3"

OFFv

0 OND

SELECTDETEOCTLO

iA 2/ ,R (W W) RESISTO

n.SFC 1 783r 30

Oin 10 OSI
"--~~(W NK(W)"T o•

-- _ • 0 VU F--=-II

INUT+ ,46iR~~ ~ OWF~• Indu AtMond DeteWl) Q4m•Sceai



of biasing was employed, since detector TAKLE IL In.ib PRCAMIPUM caARACMwncs

resistance was invariant with background. ARS
As an example one of the earlier detectors used C110 eVlt voe
in the system will be considered. It had an
optimum bias current of -40iA, yielding a bias open loop gpin () 10H -

V
voltage of 930 mV across the 750 1 detector.

open loop freqUency response
b. Frequency Response LOW (fH) 4 Z

1100gh () 49 kHz

Attaining a high end- claudlooppn(gd) Ik(wjv)
frequency response of >30 kHz with this CaSe loop frequfcy respone
detector-preamplifier combination was no Low (f) 0.05 Hz
problem because of the low detector resist- Higb (fh) 308 Mk

ance. Frequency response curves are given in Noin clUhracteUtic

Figure 19. The low-frequency, closed-loop VnA (I kUz) 0.46 nV/Hz

-3-dB point of 0.05 Hz is set by the 2I-mF (2.0 Iz) -4.0 nV/Hza

capacitor bypassing the Q2 emitter resistor inA (1 kHz) :ý 0.1 PAI/MUZ

and the loop gain of 20 dB. (2 H) <4 pA/fz
Input porametenRi ~90 ka

c. Noise Considerations cin - pF
Output parameters

The moderately low InSb RD <26a
detector resistance poses stringent preampli- Maximum output swing +4V, -14V
fier noise requirements. This detector, Voltat supply

beyond its 1/f region (in this instance v+ 1SV
52 kHz), exhibits essentially the Johnson- V ISV

Nyquist noise of a 75042 resistor cooled to Quiesont current drain!÷ -10 -5 MA(C)

4.2°K. The magnitude of this noise is given 1- -2.s mA(C)

by Power 195 MW(C)

Vn= =(4kTR )"' -- 0.42 nV/Hz'½ (51) NOTE: Forl drain indicate C or E for calculated or
estiniated, or M for mesue.

This means, according to relations (47) and
(48), that to keep detector D* (DD *)
degradation by the preamplifier S130 percent,
that

VnAT < 0.42 nV/Hz" (52)

For this preamplifier design, refer to relation (50) and its glossary.
RD

• * "- 0.32 nV/Hz% (53)VnR I - P IN _ p

Solving relation (50) for terms involving vA and inT yields

RD
Vnk 0 lnT RD = VnAT 0 VnR oN P RIN-P (54)
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Substituting values from Equation (52) and (53) into Equation (54) yields the result that

VnA a in, " RD < 0.273 nV/Hz% (55)

Equation (55) indicates the short-circuit equivalent input-noise voltage of the input active devices
should be such that

VnT < 0.273 nV/Hz½ (56)

and their open circuit equivaltnt input noise current should be

inT < 0.183 pA/Hz•" (57)

where "vnT -- V.A for nondifferential input stages. Many paralleled bipolar transistors could
probably satisfy Equation (56), however, in so doing they could not satisfy Equation (57) within
about an order of magnitude. A compromise input design using JFETs was selected in which VfT
would be higher than that suggested by Equation (56) but in which Equation (57) could be met.

Theoretically, beyond the I/f region JFETs exhibit, a short-circuit equivalent
input-noise voltage given by

VnT • (4kT/yf,)½i (nV/Hzv') (58)
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2.0 - Vn PREAMPI..IFICR SHORT CIRCUIT EQUIVALENTINPUT NOISE VOLTAGE.

VnO - DETECTOR OPEN CIRCUIT OUTPUT NOISE VOLTAGE.
8.0

VnAT *PREAMPLIFIER AND BIAS CIRCUIT EQUIVALENT
INPUT NOISE VOLTAGE.

7.0 -V nR T1ERMAL NOISE VOLTAGE Or ~IK OHM RESISTOR~R AT 1119.
6.0 l- INDICATES OUADftATURK ADOrritI'.

X 5.0-

3.0

2.0- VlATE) Vn

0.0- I

Two.o 10.0 100 IKI IxOO

147518 FREQUENCY (HERTZ)

>1l kHz. This value is well within measurement error (±10 percent) of the theoretical value given
in Equation (58). Tht: VnAT 0Vn1D curve gives the measured ;pectrum of detector and preampli-
tier operating together. The vnAT 9 v oR curve is the noise spectrum of a 1-k~l wire-wound
resistor cooled to 77 0K, amplified by the preamplifier. The increased amplitude of this curve at
low frequencies, that is, 3 6 nV/Hz% at 2 Hz, can be attributed to increasing inA with decreasing
frequency.

d. System D* Versus Detector D*

The 30-percent detector D* degradation goal has not been met for this InSb
detector with this preamplifier at frequencies beyond 2 kHz. The ratio

VnT0Vn 0.77 -- =2 1.83 =5.26 dB (59)
'1 nD 0.42 nV/Hz%

indka~tes a degradation of 833 percent.
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This degradation could be reduced to 52 percent (3-64 dB) if Rmp were
increased to 1 M1. This would require revision of the constant -urrent detector bias circuit.
Further degradation reduction would require additional paralleled JFETs and/or operation at
higher drain currents to obtain increased YFS and to reduce preamplifier noise according to
Equation (58). Care must be exercised here because of increased i.T with increased ID or
number of input devices. Both of these potential degradation reduction techniques require
further study.

e. Supply Line Rejection

The InSb preamplifier has poor supply-line variation rejection and will not operate
within its noise specifications with the present regulator circuit shown in Subsection B.3. The
reason for the preamplifier "subnormal" rejection is not understood completely and needs
further investigation. The preamplifier works well on batteries or a well-filtered auxiliary supply.
Improved supply line decoupling, or a lower output noise regulator, or both, could be employed
to render the present preamplifier compatible with the rest of the prescanner electronics.

3. Auxiliary Amplifier

The auxiliary amplifier provides

a. Voltage gain necessary to raise preamplifier signal and noise levels to that required
at the scanner input

b. High-frequency limits for 2 bandwidths; 3 and 30 kHz

c. Step variable gain for the 2 bandwidths and the two detectors

d. Continuously variable gain adjust

e. Inversion circuitry to invert the inverted signal output from the GaAs preamplifier

f. A step-down (±30 to ±15 V) voltage regulator to bridge from scanner mains to
those required by the pre- and auxiliary amplifiers.

The auxiliary amplifier is shown schematically ii, Figure 21. It is composed of two
essentially identical amplifier sections (i and 2) which are separated by an inverter circuit. Each
amplifier section employs an Analog Devices Inc., Model 105C, operational amplifier fedback in
a simple noninverting connection which establishes voltage gains and high-frequency bandwidth
limits (MQ. As mentioned, the inverter circuit is used only in the GaAs detector selection switch
position to invert the inverted GaAs preamplifier output.

Table II summarizes auxiliary amplifier gpins and frequency responses as a function of
selector switch positions. Figure 22 graphs voltage gains versus frequency. Gains were calculated
according to the equation,

gAA = VnT/VaiT gP (BW)'4 (60)

where

gAA = auxiliary amplifier voltage gain (V/V)

SvaT = output noise voltage required at input to scanner -0.3-V rms
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TABLE II. AUXIUARY AMPUFIER GAINS AND FREQUENCY
RESPONSES VERSUS SELECTOR SWITCH POSITION

Detector Switch Position GaAs lnSb
Dandwldth Switch Position 3k 30k 3k 30k

Section voltage gain (V/V) 30 16.7 63.3 so

"Total auxiliary amplifier voltaW
Gain (VIV) 900 280 4- 10' 2.5 101

Frequency response
t c(Hz) 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17
fh(HZ) 3.5 33.5 3 31.9

s -80 n Sb BANDWIDfTH.,I3 KHZ IOK

70 -______ _______ C, ____

._.4

50

AO GaAs BANDIDT1 30 KHZ 100 Z

CC

S30
GaAs BANDWIDTH -3 KHZ

ama

0 1 L20
>r

'flsb UANDWIOTHn$0 KHtZ

10

0A
0,1 1.0 10 100 IK 40K 100K

FREQUENCY MHERTZ)

1 47520

Figure 22. Auxiliary Amplifier Absolute Voltage Gains Versus Frequency

VniT =total input noise voltage at preamplifier input (nV/Hz%) V nAT " .

BW =frequency bandwidth desired (Hz) = 3 or 30 kf-z

gp = preamplifier voltage gain (V/V).

Figure 23 gives the sch'nematic diagram of the simple regulator circuit employed for the preampli-
tiers and auxiliary amplifier supply voltages.

C. Scanner Design

The optics and electromechanical design of the scanner were pursued with the Imaging
Crowd Surveillance System objective in mind. T'his objective was to demonstrate the feasibility
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of a submillimeter, infrared imaging system for use in detecting concealed handguns and to make
projections about future improvements and component development possibilities. Because
expediency was important, the design constraints precluded any significant investigation in
innovative fabrication techniques and exotic optical systems and relied instead on tried and
proven concepts and system fabrication techniques. The experimental laboratory-type hardware
which was developed to achieve the overall program objective is shown in Figure 24. In the
figure, the right-hand portion shows the breadboard scanner. The key components have been
identified on the photograph.

Vertical scan mirror, A

Horizontal scan mirror, B

Ellipsoidal primary mirror, C

Detector/Dewar assembly, D

Blackbody reference elements, E.
The modified Therm lscope recorder is shown in the lower left-hand portion of Figure 24. To
clarify the scan action/optical configuration of the system, the optical design is discussed at
length in the following subsections.

I. Optical Design

Certain restriL.ions were placed on the optical design as a result of earlier studies
related to the feasibility of this type of system. These design goals are reflected in the system
specifications as set forth in the contract.

sTcxn Instruments Incorporated.
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a. Instantaneous field of view,A0, 1.7 X 1.7 mrad for the GaAs 300-i~m detector and
S~approximately 2 X 2 mrad for the lnSb 500-Mtm or greater, detector.

Sb. Effective aperture, D. = 30-cm diameter (707 cm2)

c. Equivalent optical f-number = 2.5
,d. Total field of view, 100-mrad horizontal by 330-mrad vertical.

An abbreviated ray trace of the optical system designed to fulfill these requirements is
shown in Figure 25. In the figure, the optical system is seen as viewed from above the system
platform or baseplate. The radiated energy from the object plane is scanned by the six-sided
vertical scan mirror which rotates about a horizontal axis. In turn, the energy is reflected from

' each individual face of the scan mirror onto the horizontal scan mirror which oscillates about its
-- vertical axis and then onto the ellipsoidal primary mirror shown at the left of the figure. Finally,

this energy is focused from the primary mirror onto the detector located in the image plane.
With this optical configuration, the object plane is scanned from top to bottom by the vertical

S~scan mirror and left to right by the horizontal scan mirror. This scan format is shown in
Figure 26 and was chosen instead of the normal Thermlscope format of left to right and top to
bottom to obtain higher scan efficiency than was originally proposed. It is more efficient to scan

.; the longest dimension in the required object plane scene with the high-speed scanning element
i because this scanning element and its angular scan rate in conjunction with the required• ., instantaneous angualar ftield of view, AO, determine the required system information bandwidth.ii The improved scan eff'iciency or scan duty cycle obtained by scanning the long dimension of the

scene may be utilized to reduce the total picture frame time or to reduce the individual line-scan
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rate which, in turn, reduces the information bandwidth requirement. The square root of the
bandwidth is directly proportional to the system thermal sensitivity, a relationship which
indirectly indicates the advantage of utilizing the highest possible scan efficiency. In this case,
the scan time for the complete picture frame was held at the proposed value and the increased
scan efficiency was traded for reduced bandwidth and the attendant improvement in system
sensitivity. Theoretically, this improvement would be the square root of 3.3, or a factor of 1.8.

The optical design was made with a geometrical ray trace construction on the drafting
board. This is an iterative graphical-design procedure in which system optical requirements
(effective aperture of 707 cm 2 and an ellipsoidal primary element having focii of 1 meter and
3 meters) and field-of-view requirements (100 mrad horizontal by 330 mrad vertical) were used
to make a geometrical ray trace. In this process, an elementary ray trace diagram of a simple lens
system is constructed to a convenient scale and cut out for use as a design aid as shown in
Figure 27. The basic design aid is shown as a simple lens focused at a finite object distance in
Figure 27A. In Figure 27B, this same ray trace is shown folded back upon itself at the plane of
the primary optical element, that is. a reflective primary element. In the final portion of the
figure, the ray trace is shown folded at the plane of the horizontal and vertical scanning (folding)
mirrors. By manipulating the optical axis of the ray trace design aid through the extremes of the
required scan angles and by refolding the model at the respective scan mirror planes the
minimum size limits of the scan mirror surface may be determined. Although the figure
illustrates the procedure for the horizontal scan direction, the procedure for the vertical scan
direction is essentially the same.
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After the basic design aid is used to obtain a configuration that is feasible, a formal,

large-scale ray-trace layout is completed to more accurately define and locate the various miror

surfaces. When this 13 done and any minor adjustments are made to the ray trace diagram,
verification is made of the various constraints placed on the optics system such as the field of

view and effective aperture. A reasonable minimum diameter of the aperture stop, which in this

case is defined by the primary mirror, is determined primarily by diffraction limit considerations.

In the original ray-trace layout of the optics system, the minimum aperture diameter is used and

then at this point the area is calculated to verify that the minimum aperture is achieved. If it is

not, then thlr diameter would be adjusted upward and further adjustments made in the ray trace

to provide ths iequired scanned field of view for the system. For this system, the ray trace

revealed that a 4.5-inch diameter obscuration is required in the horizontal scan mirror to allow

the extremu rays of the optics system on the image side of the primary to illuminate the

detector. To deterrrine the actual area of the optical aperture, this 4.5-inch diameter obscuration

which lies between the primary optical element and an object plane located at a finite distance,

must be projected onto the plane of the primary element. The projected obscuration obtained

from the ray trace was used in conjunction with the overall diameter of the primary mirror to

obtain the total area of the aperture, in this case 707 cm 2 .

Another important consideration of the optics design is the determination of the

optical modulation transfer function (MTF). It was recognized from the outset that t-e system

would be diffraction limited. To determine the extent of this limitation, a brief study was made

of the MTF for the optics. This investigation included operation at a wavelength of 300 Atm for

the GaAs detector and 500MAm for the InSb detector. The actual InSb detector used in the

breadboard system had a peak spectral response near 800,um and so the MTF at this point in
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the spectrum was also calculated. There are a number of mathematically rigorous approaches
available for determining the MTF of an optical system the results of which appear in
references.'" Figure 28 graphically presents the MTF for various values of normalized spatial
frequency, f/f.- Curves are presented for various values of n, which is the ratio of the diameter
of the central obscuration to the overall diameter of the lens or mirror. To use the chart, the
cutoff spatial frequency, f., and the spatial frequency of interest, f, must be computed. The
cutoff frequency is defined as

S0 D.

where D. is the diameter of the aperture defined by the mirror, and X is the wavelength of
interest. The operating frequency is defined as

f

2A6

where AO is the instantaneous field of view. The calculation of these parameters for the present
system is shown in Table IV. The chart is entered with these values of normalized spatial
frequency and the diffraction MTF for the optics systems is determined. As seen in Figure 28, at
300 pm with an instantaneous field of view, AO, of 1.7 mrad, the normalized spatial frequency is
0.265 of cutoff. At the obscuration ratio of 0.442 which exists in this system, the MTF is seen
to be 42 percent. At 500 pm, with a AO of 2 mrad, the MTF is 28 percent. It is interesting to
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TABLE IV. MODULATION T1ANSFER FUNCIiON note that only a small variation in dif-
ACAULAT13NS fraction MTF occurs when the system is

•"• G~- 3Q m-.7 ,,,doperated with a detector rearoroding at
4 t800 Am. As seen in the figure, the MTF at

-2(1. x ) .thib point is 25 percent. Thi6 is within
2A0 20.7 X 101)tad 10 percent of the modulation to be expected
Do 3with operait, at 500 urm with a similar size

fo 3 x3"o-' cm 11.1 X 10t detector. This would ihdicate that the
system, as it is now configured, could be

_f 0.21 x 1 0.265 operated at even longer wavelengths (to the
So 1t*t × 102 order of 1 mm) without experiencning pro-

dx 5.82 in hibitive modulation degradation.
n .0.442 in

Dc 13.125 in
Another consideration of

- s - importance in determining the overall optics
MTF is the degradation due to geometric

1 I 0.250 X blur and other aberrations associated with a
2A9 2(2 x I0-')rad given optical system. There is no readily

available means of determining the MTF
Do 33.3cm = 6.67 x 101 degradation due to these effects; however,

fo = X 5 Tx ' cm for an ellipsoidal primary and a fixed focal

distance on the optical axis the theoretical
f 0.250 x 1 0.375 aberrations are minimal and any significant
f, 6.67 X 101 aberrations present would be due primarily

to fabrication defects. The actual surface
In% -Sb - Om - 2.0 =ad finish on the optical surfaccs is within 0.1

f Do 33.3 cm wavelength at 300mrn which compares
X X 10s cm 4.71 favorably with the tolerances allowed for

high-quality optics utilized in the near
f = 0.250 X 103 0.6 infrared. In view of this, diffraction effects

fo 41.17 X 10' are greater than those associated with geo-
metric blur and inherent, as well as induced,
aberrations.

The three optical-fabrication design considerations related to this system are surface
finish, strength, and material selection. These considerations are discussed briefly.

To save time while assuring adequate precision and rigidity, a decision was made early
in the program that the basic principles utilized in designing shorter wavelength infrared optics

would be applied to this system. A reasonably high-quality optical system can be achieved by
holding the tolerance of the optical surface finish within 0.1 wavelength flatness in the case of a
relay mirror, or within 0.1 wavelength of the desired curve for a surface of revolution. At the
shorter wavelength mode of operation, the wavelength is nominally 300 pm or 0.012 inch. For
this reason, all fabrication drawings for the optical elements specified at least a 32-surface finish

4 and held the flatness or curve tolerance to within 0.001 inch. Measurements of the completed
parts indicated that these tolerances were achieved.

The strength considerations related to the optical design were those of dynamic loading
in the case of the rotating vertical scan mirror and static loading in the case of the primary
mirror and the horizontal scan mirror. Stress calculations which considered the size, as well as
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the rotational speed required for the vertical scan mirror, revealed that 318-inch aluminum alloy,

when properly supported, would be sufficiently rigid to achieve the required optical tolerances.
The entire scan mirror assembly, which consisted of six mirror faces, the three hexagonal
supporting webs, and the shaft, was fabricated on a piece-part basis and then was assembled as a
weldment. This assembly was machincd to the optical tolerances required by the system. To
preclude the possibility that the weight of the remaining optical elements would distort the
optical surface profile, the thickness of these elements was designed to be nominally 10 percent
of their largest dimension in accordance with the optical rule of thumb.

The material selected for fabrication of the optical elements was 6061 aluminum alloy.
This material met the strength requirements as previously discussed and had the advantage of
being easily machined to the surface finishes required by the system. Other materials such as
honeycomb and fiberglass could have been used for optical fabrication and would have reduced
overall system weight. It was believed, however, that program schedule constraints as well as
uncertainties in new fabrication techniques should preclude any major attempt to advance the
state-of-the-art in optical fabrication techniques. This is in keeping with the original program
objective which was to demonstrate the feasibility of a submillimeter (or long wavelength
infrared) imaging system. Now that the feasibility of this type system has been demonstrated, it
would be worth while to study other optical fabrication techniques.

2. Electromechanical Design

Electromechanical design includes scanner configuration and overall packaging. In
addition, the Thermlscope interface was modified to ensure compatibility with the recorder.

The frame time, Tf, is given by

f= T, X Nh

The vertical scan time, T,, is given by

iT. SSK

where S is the scanner rotational speed and K is the number of scans per revolution (6). The
number of horizontal picture elements, Nh, is given by

S~Fh
Nh =.. 1

where Fh, the horizontal field of view = 100 mrad and AO, the instantaneous field of view
1.7 mrad.

Substituting these parameters into the original equation and solving for scan speedill ~ y I ~ds

Fh
KTfA8
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which for the 24-second frame time is

S = 0.407 rev/s (24.4 rpm)

An alternate frame time one-tenth that of the 24.1-second primary frame time was also
provided. The scanner must therefore be capable of 244 r/min in the fast scan mode and
24.4 r/min in the slow scan mode. These speeds would require a speed reducer (gear train, and so
on) if a standard type of synchronous ac machine were to be used for the prime mover. To
avoid some of the problems associated with gears, such as backlash and irregular angular motion,
a direct drive which utilizes a dc machine as the prime mover was investigated. A cardboard
mockup of the scan mirror was constructed, attached to the shaft of a dc machine, and run at
various speeds up to and including the maximum required system scan speed. Power input data
revealed that the mechanical load consisted primarily of mirror windage loading at the maximum

-- required speed. At this speed, the dc machine was operating well within its rated load capability.

A brief investigation of a closed loop speed control was conducted. It was hoped that
a similar motor could be used as a tachometer for the feedback element. It was found, however,
that at the primary or low scan speed commutator noise from the proposed tachometer would
be prohibitive. One logical alternative would have been an electro-optical pulse-wheel type of
tachometer which would require additional development time and expense. To avoid this, the
speed characteristics of a dc motor driving a high inertial load (large scan mirror) and running
with a constant voltage impressed on the armature was investigated. The results showed
sufficiently stable speed characteristics, thereby allowing the relatively simple and inexpensive
approach of using a regulated dc supply to define the scan mirror rotational speed. This
approach lends itself to greater system flexibility for future experiments which may require
alteration of the basic -can speeds up to a maximum of approximately 450 r/min.

The electronic bandwidth necessary to process the detector video information is
dependent upon the scan speed and the system instantaneous field of view.

2irS
B W --

AO

where

BW = the information bandwidth in hertz

S = the scan speed in revolutions/s

AO = the instantaneous field of view in radians

In the slow scan mode of operation, the bandwidth is

2ir(O.407)
BW = 2 .07 = 1.5 X 10' Hz1 .7 X 10-

The bandwidth required for the fast scan mode would therefore be 10 times greater
than that required for slow scan, or 15 kilohertz. The recorder bandwidth is far in excess of this
value (norninally 100 kHz); therefore, the preamplifier/postamolifier combination bandwidth was
tailored to set the overall system bandwidth. It should be noted that the preamplifier/post-
amplifier gain is so large that it sets the system noise figure performance regardless of the recorder

bandwidth.
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Various synchronization and gate pulses normally derived from the Thermiscope
scanner unit were needed. The normal synchronizing pulse generation consists of illuminating the
Thermlscope scan mirror with focused 0.9-pm radiation from a light-emitting diode (LED). As
the scan mirror rotates through the angular position where a synchronizing pulse is desired, the
energy from the LED is focused on a phototransistor, the output of which is amplified and used
to drive the gate generator circuitry. It was necessary to modify this scheme somewhat because
the system optical surfaces for use at 300 to 500urn are not finely enough polished to permit
operation at 0.9 pm. For this reason, the scan mirror was constructed with 6 mounting recesses
machined in the end of the mirror to provide a means of incorporating mirror surfaces of
sufficicnt optical quality for the use of 0.9-pm radiation from the LED source. These six mirrors
were held in place by slotted masks which were adjustable with respect to the individual scan
mirror faces. When the system was operating, a long bar-type target could be observed.
Adjustments were made in the individual mirror masks to provide line-to-fine correlation and
registration for the video signal presented by the recorder.

An overall understanding of the scanner operation may be obtained with the aid of the
functional block diagram shown in Figure 29. The scene is scanned by the scan optits consisting
of the hexagonal vertical scan mirror which is directly driven by the dc scan drive motor. A belt
drive is provided from the scan motor to a gear reducer, the output of which drives the
horizontal scan cam. The cam follower then drives the horizontal scan mirror through the
horizontal scan cycle. A secondary horizontal timing cam is attached to the position cam to
a,.'tuate the horizontal synchronizing switch and to provide the horizontal gate timing logic. The
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TABLE V. SCANNER DESIGN PARAMETE vertical synchronization is derived from the

Effective apeture area = 707 ctn' vertical synchre, nizing sensor assembly, the

na diste 100c outpit of which is used to generate the
various synchronous pulses necessary for

Det.ctor dize 0.17 cn X017cmoperation of the gate generator. Horizontal

Detetor size f-l0.17 cm x 0.7 cm and vertical synchronizing are utilized by the
nstantaneous field of viw -- 1.2 rmrad gate generator to produce the gate outputs

Total field of view - 100 riuad X 330 nrad required by the sweep circuitry in the

Duty cycle 1 15.6 percent recorder.

Scan speed. S - 24.4 r/mln 244 r/nkin The infrared energy in the scanned

Vertial scan period = 62.5 ms 6.25 ms scene is reflected by the elliptical primary

Framne time * 24.1 & 2.41 s mirror and focused upon the detector' which
is located on the cold surface in the Dewar

rt5assembly. The detector receives dc bias from

the preamplifier and converts the variatio:,s
in incident infrared radiation into an

electrical signal which is amplified by the preamplifier located on the side of the detecto: Dewar
assembly. The postamplifier contains bandwidth-limiting circuitry and variable gain functions as
well as sufficient additional gain to interface with the recorder video circuitry.

Although not specifically shown in the block diagram. blackbody reference elements
are included in the system so that the detector is illuminated by the element during a portion of
each scan. In this manner, a constant video signal level is present to enable dc restoration by the
synchronous clamp circuitry in the recorder.

The performance parameters for the scanner are summarized in Table V. Since these
parameters are discussed in detail in other sections of this report, they are not discussed at this
point but are presented only as a summary of the scanner design.

D. Recorder Design and Operation

The recorder used with the system was a standard ThermIscope ® cathode-ray toue (CRT)
recorder which was equipped with a Polaroid oscilloscope camera. The imagery was re,'orded on

Polaroid Type-52 film. This recorder was incorporated into the overall system design by means

of a few relatively minor design modifications.

As shown in the block diagram, Figure 30, the Thermlscope recorder contains all of the

functions necessary to process the scanner output into a photographic image. In addition to the

video processing electronics and sweep circuitry, a power supply with ±30 Vdc, +5 Vdc, and
+150 Vdc is provided in the recorder. The design concept which was followed for this system

was to utilize as much of the existing recorder as possible and make only those modifications
required to attain the specified system performance.

The CRT sweep function in the recorder is derived from the vertical and horizontal sweep
generator circuitry which are driven by the gate generator outputs of the scanner. The sweep
generators were able to operate at rates necessary for this system. The only changes necessary,

since the generators are triggered and not free-running, were those of increasing the RC time

constants of the individual sweep circuits. The space allocated on the original boards was
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---- sufficient to accommodate the mounting of the larger timing capacitors, thereby eliminating the
S~need for a new prirnted circuit board layout and fabrication. The resulting sweep outputs are
: used to drive the deflection yoke windings as well as the dynamic focus and sweep correction

_],• circuitry which is located on a separate board.

S~Alteration of the basic sweep wav forms necessary to provide optimum linearity and

geometrical fidelity of the CRT raster scan is obtained by means of nonlinear (multiplier)
S~circuitry on the dynamic focus and sweep correction board. The horizontal and vertical sweep

waveforms are fed to this board which generates the necessary correcti( x signals to dynamically
control the output of the individual sweep boards. This board also •. aerates a focus control

"t ~signal which is a function of dhe CRT spot position relative to the ove. CRT raster. This signal
S~is used to modulate the focus anode voltage regulator iv, the high-volt. power supply. In this

S~manner, dynaimic focus of the CRT spot on the face of the tube is achieved.

The power supply circuitry _Pi tli., recorder consists of the high-voltage supply for the CRT

as well as the low-voltage supply 2•vious!y mentioned. The current ratings of the ±30 and
-1+5 4/oc supplies are in excess •f the recorder current requirements. For this reason, the ±30 Vdc
was made available at the scannt• for use in the v'ideo preamplifier and postamplifiers. It was
also used in conjunction with the +5 Vdc supply to power the synchronizing generator and gat•
generator circuitry.

The video chain in the recorder consists of the video processor and video amplifier bo:.rds
,/ ~as well a• the CRT assembly. As shown in the block diagram the video interface consists of the

video input from the scanner which accepts a nominal I-V peak-to-peak vidco level. In addition,
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the video and clamp gates from the scanner gate generator circuitry are required to define the
active video interval and to actuate the synchronous clamp circuitry for dc restoration. The
composite video consists of an on-time, or active portion, followed by a dead, or inactive
portion, where the incoming video from the postamplifier is blanked out. During the portion of
the dead time when the scanner is receiving energy from the blackbody reference sources the
signal level is synchronously clamped to an arbitrary reference voltage level to provide dc
restoration. This reference voltage level is determined by a front panel control which enables the
operator to center the average level of any portion or slice of the incoming signal within the
dynamic operating range of the CRT display and recording camera. The relative size of this video
level or slice with respect to the infrared radiation in the scanned scene is determined by a
sensitivity control which is located on the front panel. It is by means of this sensitivity, or gain
adjustment, in conjunction with the level adjustment that all, or just a small portion, of the
radiation variations in the scanned scene may be displayed on the CRT output.

The composite video from the video processor is used to drive the video amplifier circuitry.
This circuitry provides video gain and dc level shifting functions as required to make the video
signal compatible with the CRT modulation and biasing requirements. Nonlinear circuitry is
provided in the video amplifier to provide gamma correction for the nonlinearities in the CRT
modulation transfer function. The output of the video amplifier is coupled directly into the CRT
cathode in order to modulate the intensity of the CRT spot.

The 5-inch CRT used in the recorder is a precision tube designed for recording instrument
applications. In normal Thermlscope operations the tube consistently prints out 450 lines at
better than 70-percent modulation. Therefore, the CRT resolution or spot size did not require
modification for operation with the present system. In fact, the spot size was set somewhat
larger than normal to provide more uniform raster illumination. Althougli it -s not specifically
shown in the block diagram, protective circuitry is incorporated in the recorder circuitry to
prevent phosphor bums in the tube face should there be a loss of either of the sweeps or critical
bias voltages.

The more common definition of dynamic range is the maximum signal excursion capability
compared with the minimum signal level encountered, that is, one noise level. To determine the
dynamic range of the existing system, measurements of system noise were made using the GaAs
detector. The noise voltage was 0.7 X 10-i V rms at the postamplifier output. Normally,
adjustment of the recorder video gains requires a 0.7-V peak-to-peak video signal excursion at the

*- recorder input to drive the CRT from cutoff to saturation. The relationship of these maximum
and minimum signals expressed in decibels is given as

Vb-W 0.7
D(dh) = 20 log -- = 20 log 0 20 log 101SVn 0.7 X 10-3

D = 60 dB

"where D is the dynamic range.

This is the ratio of a peak-to-peak signal voltage to an rms noise voltage. This same form of
voltage ratio, (p-p volts)/(rms volts), i. used in calculating the thermal sensitivity or noise
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equivalent temperatures of an infrared system because the minimum detectable signal from a
statistical standpoint approaches the rms value of the broadband noise rather than the
"peak-to-peak value. It is for this reason that the rms noise voltage is also used in determining the
overall video dynamic range.
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SECTION III
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

A. nmagery

Hundreds of pictures have been taken with this system since it was first placed in operation.
As improvements were made, the pictures became better. On the following pages some of the
more recent images are shown. They have been selected to illustrate certain features of the
system and the relative performance of the two sensors.

1. ThermIlscope Pictures

Several pictures were taken with a Thermiscope to show imagery made entirely from
emission from the clothing surfaces. The inadequacy of the standard infrared thermoscope for
use as a concealed weapons detector is demonstrated with the series of varying contrast
photographs in Figures 31 and 32. The weapon is clearly visible in each pose when it is not
covered by clothing. However, when under the shirt or suit coat, the pistol can no longer be seen
in the image. In the few instances that a partial image of the pistol was seen, the effect was
directly traceable to a change in fabric temperature immediately over the weapon. This
temperature change was caused by the increased thermal conduction of the body heat to the
fabric by means of the metal gun. Since this effect depends so strongly on the tightness of the
clothing over the gun, it could not be used as a reliable means of weapon detection.

2. Weapons Concealed on Persons

Figures 33 and 34 show the two most frequently used poses for making the
submillimeter imagery. Photographs A and B of these two figures are included to show the
concealment of the weapon to ordinary vision. The first set uses a standard suit coat. In the
second, a light shirt and suit trousers conceal a pistol. Images C and D of each picture were made
with the GaAs detector and the fast, 2.4-s scan. Figures 35 and 36 show similar poses made with
the InSb detector and fast scan.

The image quality of the GaAs pictures consistently was better than that of the InSb
pictures. However, the InSb detector may hold more promise because of the greater transmission

of cloth at the longer wavelengths. Its performance was poorer because the system optics were
much better suited to the GaAs wavelength, 0.285 mm, than to that for InSb. 0.75 mm. In
addition, InSb detector noise at lower frequencies was greater than for the GaAs detectors. In
effect, the GaAs sensor was more nearly optimized than the InSb.

The slow scan did not improve the imagery as much as expected, probably due to
system 1/f noise. Surface temperature effects did play a role in the pictures made with the
0.285-mm radiation as illustrated in Figure 37A, B, and C as might be expected, considering the
relatively low transmissivity of cloth at this wavelength. Figure 37C was taken immediately after
thc hand was rcmoved from the coat and shows the fading handprint. Figure 37D is the image of
a small (about 3 inches) 22-caliber pistol carried in a shirt pocket. This same pose was taken with
a reversed polarity (dark is hot, white cold) in Figure 38D. At no time was imagery improved by
using reversed polarity. The pronounced contrast of the tie and shirt collars compared with the
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A..45-CALIBER PISTOL EXPOSED

1S. .45--CALIBER PISTOL COVE.RED BY LIGHTr SHIRT

162364

Figure 31. 45 CadIber Pistol at Waist, Thermlscope
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A. COAT OPEN SHOWING PISTOL B. NORMAL THERMISCOPE CONTRAST

C. HIGH CONTRAST (BRIGHT) 0. HIGH CONTRAST (DARK)

1u2365

Fig•ue 32. 4$-Caliber Pistol Under Suit Coat, Thermiscope
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A. NO WEAPONS B. .45-CALIBER PISTOL IN RIGHT
CHEST SUIT POCKET

it

C. SUIT COAT. NO WEAPONS. GaA! 0. .45-CAL IBER PISTOL IN RIGHT CHEST
FAST SCAN SUIT POCKET GaAs FAST SCAN

147528

Figure 33. 45-Cahlbe Pito Under Suit Coat, GaAs Detector
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A. NO WEAPONS 5. .45- CALIBER PISTOL IN BELT AT
RIGHT WAIST COVERED BY SHIRT

AND TIROUSEP4

I's

C. WAIST VIEW, NO WEAPON. GaAs *0. WAIST VIEW SHOWING .45-CALIBER
VAST SCANPITLCVRDWTSHTAN

TROUSERS. GaAs ,PAST SCAN

147529

Figure 34. 4SJCa~lber Pistol Under Shirt and Trousers, GaAs Detector
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A, NO WEAPONS B. .45. CALIBER PISTOL IN RIGHT
CHEST SUIT POCKET

C. SHOULDER VIEW WITH D. .45 CALIBER PISTOL UNDER
NO WEAPON SUiT COAT

1 52366

Figure 35. AS-Caliber Pistol under Suit Coat InSb Detector
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A..45-CALIBER PISTOL IN BELT AT RIGHT
WAIST. COVERED BY SHIRT AND TROUSERS

B. WAIST VIEW SHiOWING.45-CALIBER PISTOL
COVERED WITH SHIRT AND TROUSERS Insb

162367

3 ._

Figure 36. 4SCaliber Pistol Under Shirt and Trousefs, InSb Detector
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A. IMAGE OF SUIT COAT. GaAS SENSOR 5. IMAGESOFKAHD IN FRONT OF SUIT
COAT. GaAs SEN4SOR

C. IMAGE IMMEDIATELY AFTER REMOVAL 0. * 22-CALIBER PISTOL IN SHIRT POCKET,
OF HAND SHOWING HAND PRINT ON GaAs SENSOR
SUIT coAl. GaAS SENSOR

1 147532

6ý Figue 37. ThemalF Effects of GaAs Detector
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A. WAIST VIEW, NO WEAPON B. WAIST VIEW SHOWING .45-CALIBER PISTOL
COVERED BY SHIRT AND TROUSERS,
GaAs SENSOR

WC. WAIST VIEW SHOWING .45-CALIBER PISTOL D. o22-CALIBER PISTOL IN LEFT SHIRT
COVERED BY SHIRT AND TROUSERS, POCKET, GaAs SENSOR
GaAs SENSOR

147533

Filum 38. Concealed Weapon Photographs Taken with (;ak [let-.itor
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V.:• shirt are further evidence of the relatively low transmissivity of multiple layers of cloth at
0.285 millimeter. Images 38A. B, and C show how the contrast and sensitivity can be changed to
produce a different picture of the same object.

The pictures of Figure 39 are self-explanatory except 39D which was made with an
early InSb detector where signal to noise is poor. The gun is at an angle with the handgrip
pointed toward the shoulder.

3. Enhanced Background

Some images were made with objects placed against a heated pad as a background
instead of against a person. When the electric pad was set at about 25 0 C above room
temperature, the temperature contrast was about twice that of a person in room temperature
surroundings. This would simulate the effect of improving the NET of the sensors by about a
factor of two. The picture sequences in Figures 40 (GaAs sensor) and 41 (lnSb sensor) were
repeated as a standard check of performance after changes were made in the sensors. The cloth
layers used were

100 percent rayon suit lining

100 percent wool, 6.7 oz/yd2 , dark brown suit material

100 percent wool, 15.9 oz/yd2 , black overcoat material.

The image quality produced by the InSb detector is still not as good as that of the
Gats and the resolution is not as good by about the ratio of the wavelengths. However, as
would be expected, the transmission through multiple layers of cloth degrades the image much
more rapidly at the short wavelength of GaAs (0.285 ram) than at the longer InSb wavelength
(>0.6 mm).

The images of Figure 42A and B were made to show the transparency of some plastics.
Unfortunately, leather is relatively opaque at 0.285 millimeter. Figure 42C shows the heating
effect on the composition pistol grip and the reflection of the heating pad by the rounded sides
of the grip making it appear narrower in relation to the rest of the weapon. The handgun in
Figure 42D was wrapped completely in a cardboard box and wrapping paper.

4 Illumination Tests

A few tests were conducted to determine the effects of target area illumination with
veTyv weak, broadband, submillimeter radiation. Since no coherent gources were available, a
filtered blackbody source was devised by reflecting the energy from an incandescent 1,000-watt
heater coil onto the targe !rea x',iih a 100-mesh copper screen. This screen effectively
elimninated radiatio. waitn wavelengths less than about 400 Am by transmission or by dit'fase
r..fie'ýtic. Only tenIs of microwatts of longer wavc.ength radiation werr, speculardy reflected onto
the target area. The heater was completely shielded from any straight line path to tl'c !tPrget.

AS expected, only metal target surfaces that were so oriented as to specularly reflect
into the imaging. systcm co .I I dr.tect•d. In efftct. these surfaces and the copper

'.rece formed a double-mirror n'eftection of t.,v, sdbmiltimeter radiation from the heater into the-- • ~i-o.-J~~n,_ system.

U,,i'!,e'. oiAy two or three bright spots could be seen for each gun orientation
# 4'-'3A) S'.ýiitimes. the pistol could be oriented in such a way that larger areas reflected
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A. * 49-CALIBER PISTOL COVERED BY SHIRT S. *45-CALIBER PISTOL BETWEEN SHIRT AND
AND T-SHIRT, GaAs SENSOR T-SHIRT (ARM IN COAT SLEEVEl¾

GaAs SENSOR

C. .45--CALIBER PISTOL COVERED WITH SINGLE D. .45-CALIBER PISTOL COVERED BY CORDUROY
LAYER OF SUIT COAT PLUS LINING, JACKET, TAKEN OUT OF DOORS, lnSb FAST
GaAs SENSOR SCAN

i47534

I|

Figure 39. Misce~lancous Phiotograph$ of Con1cealed Weakpons
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A* 45--CA4JIBER PIST3L- OH HEATING PAD B. SAME AS A. BUT COVERED BY ONE
,250C ABOVE AMBIENT) NO COVER, LAYER OF SUIT CLOTH AND ONE LAYER"" aAS SENSOR OF LINING, GaAs SENSOR

C. SAME AS A- BUT COVERED BY TWO D. SAME AS BL. r COVERED BY TWO

LAYCRS OF SUIT CLOTH AND ONE LAYERS OF SUIT CLO'•H ONE LAYER
LAYER OF LINING OF OVERCOAT CLOTH. AND ONE LAYER

OF LINING, GaAs SENSOR

147535

Figure 40. (aAAS Detector Ph~otographs Showing C~ncealed Weapon Covered by Var.ous layess of Clothing
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A. 45--CALIBER PISTOL ON HEATING PAO B. SAME AS A. ULrr COVERED BY ONE
Z56C ABOVE AMBIENT) NO COVER, LAYER OF SUIT CLOTH AND ONE LAYER

InSb SENSOR OF LINING, Ineb SENSOR

C, SAME AS A. BUT COVERED BY TWO D, SAME AS A. wur COVERED BY TWO
LAYERS OF SUIT CLOTH AND ONF LAYER LAYERS OF SUIT CLOTH ONE LAYER
OF LINIf4G. InSb SENSOR OF OVERCOAT C0-OTH, AND ONE LAYER

OF LINING. InSO SENSOR

147536

Figure 41. InSb Detector Photographs Shuwing Concealed Weapon Covered by Various Layers of Clothing
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A. .45-CALIBER PISTOL IN PLASTIC LUNCH B. .45-CALIBER PISTOL IN PLASTIC LUNCH
BOX AGAINST HEATED PAD, GaAs SENSOR BOX AGAINST HEATED PAD, GaAs SENSOR

tt

C. .45-CALIBER PISTOL ON HEATED PAD D. .45-CAL PISTOL WRAPPED IN
WITH NO COVER, GaAs SENSOR CORRUGATED CARDBOARD BOX AGAINST

HEATED PAD, GaAs SENSOR

S• 147537

FiSure 42. Miscellaneous Photolgaphs Taken with a GaAs Detector
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A. SPECULAR REFLECTIONS FROM B. REFLECTION OF RADIATION
SEVERAL SPOTS ON A PISTOL FROM A LARGER AREA OF
CONCEALED BY A COAT PISTOL AGAINST WOOD PANEL

C. SAME AS B BUT WITH SUIT COAT 0. REFLECTION FROM PISTOL IN
COVERING PISTOL WHICH COMPOSITION PISTOL

HANDLE HAS BEEN REPLACED
BY FLAT METAL PLATE AND
COVERED WITH SUIT COAT.
ORIENTATION WAS CAREFULLY
.SET TO PRODUCE MAXIMUM
SPECULAR RETURN

162368

Figwu 43. Active System Imagery Made with Illumination from a Filtered Blackbody
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specularly as in Figure 43B, C, and 0. In a real-time system with movement of the target, the
transmitter, or the source, the mhetallic object would "scintillate" with many bright spots
appearing over much of the surface.

It is significant that even with the small amounts of power available, no difficulty was
experienced in penetrating cloth. The same pattern could be detected through two coats. plus
several additional layers of cloth. Each additional cover reduced the "bloom" of the spots but
the pattern could be restored by increasing contrast and sensitivity.

B. Performance Characteristics

The optical system was designed to be diffraction-limited for a wavelength near
0.5 millimeter. Since the InSb detectors available happened to have peak response between 0.7
and 0.8 mm, the resolution was necessarily less than anticipated. The Airy disc was now larger
than the detector and there was a significant loss in sensitivity. The optics were altered to focus
the lost energy on the detector. Tests were conducted to determine the actual system resolution
and temperature sensitivity with each of the sensors.

I. Improved Optics for InSb Detector

Since the detector wavelength response and the collecting mirror diameter determine
system resolution, this could not be easily improved. However, the collection efficiency was
more than doubled by moving the detector closer to the Dewar window and by using lenses to
reduce the effective system focal length.

Teflon and polyethylene are highly transparent to submillimeter radiation and have
refraction indices of 1.36 and 1.5, respectively. Therefore aplanatic lenses can be conveniently
made from these materials. The cone of rays created by the collector may be further converged
by aplanatic lenses without introducing any additional aberration.

The final configuration ised for the lnSb detector is very similar to the GaAs sensor
design (Figure 7) except that the detector is closer to the window and an aplanatic Teflon lens

has been placed where the filter is. In addition, another aplanatic lens, made of polyethylene and
about 3 inches in diameter, has been placed outside the window. This combination of lenses
should have reduced the blur circle by a factor of 2.3. The sensitivity of the lnSb system was
improved by more than a factor of 2.

2. Resolution

The system resolution, a, with the GaAs sensor should depend upon the detector size,
d, and the distance between the detector and collector, L; ai = d/L. The spatial resolution on the

target would be

6 = aR = dR/L

where R is the object distance. Both detectors are about 0.17 cm square. L = 100 cm. and

R = 300 cm. Therefore, 5 ideally should be 0.5 cm. However, considering that this is near the

diffraction limit and that the diagonal dimension of the detector is near 0.24 cm, 6 would be

cxpcctcd to be slightly larger. The images in Figure 44A and B are metal strips on a heating pad.
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The long strips, from top to bottom, are pairs 3 cm, 2 cm, I cm, and 0.5 cm in width, separated
by distances equal to their widths. The 0.5-cm strips on the bottom are unresolved and appear as
a single strip similar to the two I-cm strips immediately above. The top pattern in Figure 44 is a
metal foil with 1.2-cm slots which are separated by 1.2 cm. It oppears, then, that the limit of
resolution for the GaAs sensor is between 0.5 cm and 1.0 cm at a distance of 300 cm, or the
angular resolution is between 1.7 and 3.3 mrad.

With the InSb detector, the system is strictly diffraction-limited. The angular size of

the first dark ring of the Airy disc is

ac = 2.44 'AD radians

Eighty-four percent of the energy of the diffraction pattern falls in this cone, so this should be a
conservative value for resolution. About 63 percent of the energy falls in one-half of this cone
and should be the limit for resolution of two objects, even with good contrast. Therefore, at a
wavelength of 0.75 mm and the system aperture, D = 33.5 cm, the angular resolution should be
between 2.7 and 5.5 mrad. At 3 meters, the spatial resolution would be between 0.8 and 1.6 cm.
Figure 44C and D are images of the same objects as in A and B. The 1.2-cm slots in the metal
foil are resolved, but the 1.0-cm strips are not distinguishable in the noise. The system resolution
with the lnSb sensor would appear to be about 4 mrads or a little more than a centimeter at
3 meters.

3. Atmospheric Transmission

Atmospheric absorption in the submillimeter portion of the spectrum is dominated by
the water vapor rotational transitions. Water vapor content in the air can vary from near zero to
30 gm/rn3 , however, the usual concentration is in the range of 5 to 20 gm/m 3 . For instance, if
the relative humidity is 50 percent and the temperature 72 0 F, the water vapor content is about
10 gm/m 3 . A recent measurement 14 of water vapor absorption in the submillimeter is shown in
Figure 45. Data from Sheppard and others has been replotted in terms of the absorption
coefficient, a, where the intensity of radiation at a distance x in the vapor is

/ I = lee-apx

where p is the density of the water vapor in the path. For a = 10-' m 2 /gm, the radiation would
be reduced to approximately 37 percent of its initial value after passing through 10 meters of an
atmosphere with a water vapor content of 10 gm/m 3 .

Except for three relatively narrow absorption peaks, the absorption is somewhat less
than this at wavelengths longer than 280 Mm. To the extent that radiation in the 240- to 280-pOm
band is included in the acceptance band of any system, there will be a reduced signal-to-
background ratio. For a system operating in any portion of the submillimeter, the importance of
sharp cutoff filters on the short wavelength side of Lhe operating bandpass is obvious. Figure 46
shows the water vapor absorption coefficient to longer wavelengths for a typical atmosphere with
7.5 g/m 3 of dissolved water. The agreement between these measurements and those of Figure 45
is good. with slightly better resolution in the data of Sheppard. Therefore, the windows are a
little clearer in the Sheppard absorption measurements.

mThe range through the atmosphere should be considerably grcater for the spectral band
,)' the lnSb detector than for the GaAs detector. Several tests were made using a parabolic lens
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in place of the usual ellipse. Images were taken as a function of distance. For GaAs, the image of
a person disappeared at a range of about 40 feet. However, no limit could be established for the
InSb detector. The images shown in Figures 47 and 48 were taken using InSb. System resolution
was only about 4 milliradians so that the spacial resolution was almost V2 foot at 100 feet and
about 4 feet at 1,000 feet, making object recognition difficult in this narrow field of view.
However, by blocking portions of the field of view and by adding warm targets, the viewed
objects could be clearly established.

Notice that the metal parts of the truck cab in Figures 48A and B appear very cold
because, even though painted and dirty, they are very good reflectors of the cold sky at these
wavelengths. The windows of the cab appear as hot spots since they have relatively high

emissivity and were warm. The rear tire in the picture was still hot from running.
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A. BACK OF TRUCK CAB AND REAR TIRE B. BACK OF TRUCK CAB AND TIRE WITH
(TWO BACK WINDOWS AND pART OF LESS SENSITIVITY (DISTANCE IS
FLATBED SIHW OVER TIRE) ABOUT 65 FEET)

C. SIDE OF BUILDING AT ABOUT 1 ,200 D. GABLE END OF BUILDING AT 1 .200
FEET FEET

162371

FVure 48. Photographs Taken with laSb Detector, 4-mrad Resolution
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The lower portion of the pictures of the distant building in Figures 48C and D is part
of a hot black asphalt road and parking lot. The cooler spots across the middle of the pictures
are the metal parts of cars in a parking lot and only the top portion of buildings 1 ,200 feet away
could be seen above the cars.

Atmospheric transmission varies considerably with particulate matter in the air. Under
conditions of fog or haze that severely limit visibility even in the infrared, the submillimeter
range may be affected very little (Figure 49). The range-limiting factor in this portion of the
spectrum remains absorption except for fairly dense particulates. The absorption is taken from
Furoshov,7 the rain scattering from Rozenberg,Is and the fog and mist scattering from Platt.1 6
These were extrapolated to the infrared and visible on the basis of measurements made by
Johnston and Burch."
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•"T] It is apparent from the figure that whern the range allowed by water vapor absorption
in the atmosphere is adequate, and resolution for a given aperture is important. submillimeter or
millimeter wavelength systems may be the most effective and should show relatively little
degradation in low-visibility conditions.
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SECTION IV

PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT

A. Basic System Concept

The transition from a laboratory instrument for testing feasibility to a piece of useful
equipment in the field requires two major operational improvements. The system must give
real-time images and it must have an adjustable focus for useful ranges out to 30 meters, or
more.

"Since the feasibility system uses a single detector, has only a 15-percent duty cycle, and
takes a picture in less than 2.4 s, it should not be difficult in principle to extend this to a
real-time system approximately 80 times faster. The frame time is reduced in direct proportion
to the number of detectors and to the increase in duty cycle. For instance, a system with 25
detectors and a 50-percent duty cycle could present a real-time image with an even narrower
electronic bandwidth than is now used. Some of the special problems that must be solved in a
real-time system will be discussed in Subsection IV.B.

The question of what constitutes a useful range is more difficult because of the tradeoff
"between resolution and the physical size of the scanner. If the sensor was made to have peak
response at 0.75 mm, then a 1-m collector could have a 1-mrad resolution. At a 10-m distance,
the spatial resolution would be 1 cm and sufficient detail would exist to recognize the presence
of most weapons. However at 30 m, with a resolution of 3 cm, most objects of interest would
show only a fuzzy outline. However, some judgement would still be possible based on the
approximate size and location in which it was carried. lilumination of this spot with radiation in
the sensor bandpass would highlight a metal object relative to other materials. This is valuable
additional information.

Operationally, it appears that such a system would aid a trained observer whose purpose
was to determine the probability of a threat from suspicious individuals in a group. The ability
to determine from a distance the presence, approximate size, and location of objects concealed
in the clothing of a person provides information that cannot be obtained by other meaus
without coming into close proximity to that person.

A similar real-time system focused for a 5-m range would have a spatial resolution of about
_½ cm. This could be used in monitoring people passing through a controlled access. In this case,
the imaging system would probably be used in conjunction with metal detectors. Again, an
operator would interpret the images appearing on the screen whenever a detector indicated the
presence of metal objects. As an individual moved through the access corridor, he could be seen
from different sides by the use of mirrors. The "mirrors" would need to be no more than metal
plates which could be painted. Sinc-. the environment can be controlled, it should be possible to
enhance the images by placing cold surfaces in appropriate locations or by the ust. of
subnmnllimeter illurrinators.

.hc dcvc!opwcnt of a practical imaging systcm using subnm•ili•..ter radiation requires cariful
consideration of design techniques and material properties from infrared and microwave
technologies. The detailed study and design of a real-time imaging system is beyond the scope of
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this study. However, the subsections which follow will outline some of the problems and
potevtial solutions in such a development.

B. Imaging in Real Time

A general summary of different approaches to a real-time imaging system is given in
Table VI. The most practical method appears at this time to be some type of scanned array of
detectors. Single-detector systems require very broad electronic bandwidths and usually have

N lower scan efficiencies. A staring system has high efficiency, low electronic bandwidth. and
consequently, an improved sensitivity that might even allow use of higher temperature detectors.
The complexity of processing signals from over 10,000 detectors remains a major hurdle in
implementing the staring concept. However, studies and development efforts on considerably
larger staring systems continue, so that the concept should be reexamined periodically.

TABLE VI. REAL-TIME IMAGING SYSTEMS *

Approximate
Seim Maximum NEP for Detector

Number of Efficiency Frequency 10-11 WjHz• Temperatufe
Type Detectors (pefceut) Responue Detectors (Kelvin)

Scanned single 1 -20 3 X 10' Hz 3 x 10-10 W eV
detector

Scanned array 100 25 to 75 1.2 X 104 Hz 1.1 X 10-1 W <5'

Scanned array, 50 25 to 75 2.4 X 10' Hz 1.5 x 10-` W <5°

2:1 interlace

Staring 20,000 100 30 Hz 5.5 X If)" W

*Resolution = I-mrad, field of view = 5.7* X 11.4'
**May be able to use slower or less sensitive detectors, such as Bolometers (20 to 25rK)

or pyroelectric detec-tors at room tempeCature.

To demonstrate the feasibility of a real-time imaging system, some of the principle features
of one scanner concept will bc considered. The parameters of the system are chosen to be

Primary Collecting Mirror, off-axis parabola

Collector diameter 1.2 m

Effective aperture diameter 1.0 m

Resolution 1.2 X !0-3 radian

Field of view 4 X 8 degrees

Focusing range 7 m to -

Image distance 170 cm to 225 cm

F number 1.7

Number of detectors 60

Detcctor size 2mm

System oandwidth 4.5 kHz
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162373

F~gur 50. Scanner Usin Off-Aids Parabola

Spectral bandpass 0.6 mm to 1 .0 rum

Scanning mirror: length 30 cm

width 20 cm
Oscillating frequency 15 Hz
Scan efficiency 80 percent

Figure 50 shows a schematic of the system and Figure 5 1 is a ray trace showing the
oscillating scan mirror and detector array in the two extreme focus positions. Several elements of
this scanner present special problems related to the size and operating spectral bandwidth.
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1. Primary Mirror

. Although the off-axis parabola is very large by infrared standards, it is not
unreasonably large for microwave applications. An accuracy of 0.003 inch in surface shape and

A--• finish would represent a very good optical finish for 0.8-mm radiation. While this is greater
accuracy than required in microwave applications, it does appear to be achievable using the
fiberglass and epoxy molding techniques available at Texas Instruments. Computer-controlled
machines can be used to make an aluminum mold with somewhat better than 0.003-inch
accuracy. Some experimentation with honeycomb or other supportive materials may be required
to cast a 1.2-m collector that will retain its shape within tolerance after removal from the mold.
The collector would be flashed with a solid metal coating. One advantage of this technique is
that the finished collector would be very much lighter than one made entirely from metal.

A parabola has the property that the on-axis blur size is limited only by diffraction.
Therefore, the nominal resolution (for X = 0.8 mm, D = I in) limit is

1.22'A LO X 10- radian
D

Detector spacing will be 2.0 mm so that system resolution focused at infinity (image distance
170 cm) will be about 1.2 X l0-' mdian. The horizontal field of view for 60 detectors will then
be about 4 degrees. The detector at the ends of the array will be 2 degrees off-axis. These will
have both coma and astigmatism. TVis system has a 1.7 f-number and therefore,

" ~0.0625 X 0
Coma = X 7.6 X 10" radian

(f#)2

and

0.5 X 02
Astigmatism = - 4.6 X 10- radian

(f#)

Both of these effects are less than the diffraction limit.

2. Scanning Mirror

The scanning mirror could be rotated or oscillated to sweep the images acioss the
detector array. In this example, an oscillating mirror will be used ,o avoid the larger size and
lower scan efficiency of a multifaceted rotating mirror. Since this system will have a relatively
narrow field of view (•--8 degrees vertical), the scan mirror would only have to oscillate about 4
degrees, plus a few degrees, to linearize the scan. To generate 30 frames per second, the
oscillation frequency will be 15 Hz, assuming no interlacing. The decision not to interlace
increases the difficulty of making the focal plane because of the number of detectors required,
but it greatly simplifies the scanning optics.
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3. Focal Plane

The most prominent feature of any focal plane used for imaging at these wavelengths
"is its large size. The criteria for focal-spot diameter (Rayleigh criterion of resolution) is

_1.22Xq

D

where D - 100 cm is the effective aperture diameter and q is the distance between the collecting

mirror and the detector.

The diameter of the first dark ring of the diffraction pattern is twice this value and

therefore some radiation will fall in adjacent resolution elements. The 2 mm spacing of detectors
in this f# 1.7 system leads to a 1.2 X 10-3 radian resolution which is slightly larger than the
diffraction limit of one inillitadian for the central wavelength (0.8 mi) with the system focused
for large distances. However, the detectors are smaller than the spot size at the near focus, where
8 = 2.2 mm. The detectors are of exactly the diffraction limit size for a focus at 10 m. A
60-element array will be !2-cm long. Assembling such an array may be slow and tedious, but
should present no insurmountable difficulties since detectors can be tested individually before
mounting. To achieve uniformity, the 60 detectors must be selected from a larger set.

Detector cooling will require special design. While a closed-cycle system may be
considered in a later version, a specially designed helium Dewar would be used in this arrange-
ment. The design must allow for a long window subtending about 32 degrees at the detector
array and must be shaped in such a way that it does not obscure any of the parabolic collector
as seen from the detectors. The arrangement shown in Figure 50 will result in a feiv-percent field
of view obscuration for distant focus, but allows a fairly simple Dewar design.

Windows and filters will be easy to fabricate for this spectral band since polyethylene
has high transmissivity and black polyethylene effectively filters out all visible and near-infrared
radiation.

4. Electronics and Display

At present, it seems that the best InSb detectors will have operating resistances in the
range of several hundreds of ohms, or greater. This will make small,low-noise amplifier design
somewhat easier than is the case for the very low-resistance detectors. Details of the amplifier
chain for each channel must wait until more certain information is available on detector
characteristics. It is possible that amplifiers presently being used for HgCdTe detector arrays can
be modified slightly for this purpose.

The output of each detector will drive one light emitting diode in a linear array which
is arranged exactly like the detector array but much smaller as shown in Figure 52. The array
will be viewed by reflection from a small de-scan mirror attached to the same axis as the
scanning mirror. Therefore, the light intensity pattern on the diodes will match that of the
"submillimeter radiation falling on the detectors. It is convenient to image these light emitting
diodes with a vidicon tube looking at the de-scan mirror- The image can then be displayed in the
usual TV format.
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C. Detector Array

The ultimate success of building a real-time imaging system will depend oni the ability '1o
produce a large number of submillimeter detectors with uniformly good detection chauactenistics.
To gain insight into the feasibility oi- this task, a 10-element array was assembled.

Each of the InSb detector- in this arr'ay wass fabricated individually 2-ccording to the

procedure outlined in section 1I.A. The 10 detectors were then epoxied to a Va- by 1 -inch
sapphire substrate in the form of a linear array. A photograph 4isplaying this arrangement and
the associated electrical leads is shown in Figure 53.
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Figure 53. 10-Element ][Sb Free Electron Bolometer Linear Amy

Measurements for these detectors were taken on an individual basis just before their
mounting in the final array. Figure 54 exhibits the current-voltage relationship of three of these
detectors. Data for the remaining seven detectors fall within the extremes established by
detectors no. 2-16 and no. 3-9 and have been omitted for clarity.

The NEP variation along the array is shown in Figure 55. Deviation from the average value
of 1.4 X l0-3 W-Hz-½ is about ±30 percent. This deviation can be tightened simply by
fabricating a larger set of detectors and by replacing the fringe units of the array with detectors
closer to the average.

Stability of the detectors in an array with regard to storage time in various environments is
always a concern when assembling an array. As pointed out earlier, some aging effects have been
observed in the lnSb detectors. These effects have been kept to a minimum by using low
temperatures (T • 270'C) during the contact alloying process. The I-V curves of these units as
munitored over a period of 2 to 3 months will, in general, move toward higher resistance by a
few percent. This should present little problem since only minor adjustments in the biasing
circuit of the preamplifier are necesiary to compensate for this drift. In all cases, the aging has
actually improved device sensitivity.

As discussed in Subsection IV.B, a real-time system using a 60-detector array is envisioned.
With the experience gained in working with the 10-element array, the time and effort required to

,semble 60 uniform detectors can Be projected. Because the fabrication procedure is becoming
im-re. Aingly efficient, it should be possible to attain yields (detectors with NEP values within the
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limits established by the 10-element array) of about 50 percent. At the moment, one person
starting from the cut material can assemble about 15 units in a week. Assuming this 50-percent
yield and the aid of an additional person to measure the devices, a few months time would be
required to assemble the larger array.

D. Increased Sensitivity

1. The Detector

During this study, system performance was quite noticeably improved by using an InSb
detector which had an anomolously high sensitivity, approximately 2 to 3 times better than
detectors used in the array. In contrast to the stable detectors used in the array, this detector
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was fabricated using a relatively high alloying temperature (T > 35G0C). In general, devices
fabricated at these higher alloying temperatures exhibited very poor detection characteristics,
usually because of excessive contact noise. However, in some instances as in this case, detectors

| •were successfully fabricated.

In these detectors, an aging phenomena was frequently observed. This is displayed in
Figure 56 where I-V data are plotted at various times since the device was made. The entire aging
process occurred while the detector was mounted in a helium Dewar and was maintained in a
vacuum. It should be mentioned that this detector is an extreme example of this effect and, in
general, other detectors did not exhibit this degree of aging.

"A possible explanation of this phenomenon comes from the work of Vystavkin,
et aIl. The effects of varying degrees of compensation on the characteristics of InSb
submillimeter detectors were studied by this group. They found that as the compensation
increases, the device resistance increases and the nonohmic region begins at higher electric fields
in a manner similar to that shown in Figure 56. Thus, it is possible that the Texas Instruments
detector is moving toward a higher degree of compensation during the aging process.

Additional evidence for this interpretation is obtained by noting the negative
differential resistance region in the I-V data taken at a reduced temperature as shown in
Figure 57. Bannaya, et al. 19 observed a similar effect in the absence of a magnetic field only for
samples that were very highly compensated.
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There are two schools of thought as to the cause of this negative differential resistance.
One associates the effect with the freezing-out of carriers into an impurity band which has
separated from the conduction band. The other explains the phenomena in terms of the
momentum and energy scattering mechanisms in the material at this reduced temperature. Both
interpretations are reviewed in the literature.20 In any event, the high-temperature alloying
process has likely introduced impurities and defects into the sample which slowly anneal with
time and give rise to the aging phenomena.

Blackbody responsivity estimates were made for the detector as it has progressed
through the aging processes. These values are tabulated in the inset of Figure 56, which shows
that they are in rough agreement with the responsivity estimates taken from the I-V curves. The
dependence of the responsivity on the dc operating resistance is shown in Figure 58. These
measured responsivities are much higher than those predicted earlier for the free electron
bolometer. It is also noted that, at these high operating resistances, the free-carrier absorption
efficiency q should be rapidly approaching zero. The effect of this loss of absorption on
responsivity is demonstrated by the dashed line in the figure. This line represents the responsivity
as computed by assuming an absorption coefficie'lt given by Equation (7) and then matching the
data with the calculations at 220 ohms. The continued rise in the measured responsivity with
increasing resistance indicates that the absorption coefficient is much larger than that predicted
In Eq uation (7). Assuming an increase in a of 40 times, the solid curve shown in the figure can
bc calculated. The agreement with measured values is much better in this case. The justification
for using such a large absorption coefficient may come from recent work carried out at the
A.F. Joffe Institute in the USSR. 2 ' A model is proposed in which the conduction band in
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closely compensated InSb becomes modulated by regions of varying charge density. The dc
conductivity is limited by barriers formed from the undulating conduction band. However, these
barriers are far enough apart so as not to limit the high-frequency conductivity. Thus, the
absorption coefficient which is dependent on the high-frequency conductivity may be many
times larger than that predicted using the dc conductivity.

The above suppositions are based on the premise that the absorption is occurring via
the free-carrier mechanism. To determine the validity of this assumption, relativ' responsc versus
wavelength data were taken. This was done using a Fourier transform spectrometer capable of
ohtaining the response out to about 1.5 mm. The results are shown in Figure 59. The filtered
detector response begins at about 0.4 mm and continues to increase out to 1.5 mm. Structure in
the data ;s thought to be related to filtering and interference effects in the spectrometer rather
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than to physical processes in the detector. The typical free-electron bolometer response flattens
out at about 0.8 mm (Figure 8). That the measured response is still increasing at 1.5 mm implies
that the momentum relaxation time in this detector is longer than in previous units or that
absorption is occurring by some other mechanism. To differentiate between the two possibilities,
one must observe either a flattening in the response curve, characteristic of free-carrier
absorption, or a strong peaking in the response data. more characteristic of other absorption
mechanisms. Unfortunately, the limitations of the spectrometer were reached before this
differentiating region in the spectra was reached. Thus, the spectral data is inconclusive, neither
establishing nor ruling out the possibility of free-carrier absorption.

For practical applications where a real-time imaging system is desired, the ability to

consistently reproduce detectors with these high sensitivities is of major concern. At the
moment, the materials and processes required to do this can only be speculated. With the
information obtained from this detector, it appears that very highly compensated (--99 percent)
InSb having impurity concentrations near 1015 caf 3 is desired. The contacting process must be
undertaken in as clean an environment and at as low a temperature as possible to prevent
unintentional contamination of the material. The goal is to fabricate detectors that exhibit the
high-resistance characteristics of detector no. 34 without going through the aging process.

2. The Optics

Before leaving the topic of improved sensitivity, comments on system optics are in
order. The feasibility scanner used only reflective optical elements for GaAs (only one with optical
power) and, in addition, two aplanatic lenses for the InSb sensor. Polyethylene, Teflon and some
of the acrylics can be made into good transmission elements. A system combining these might
improve the overall collection efficiency and would probably aid in the design of a scanning tech-
nique that would not degrade resolution. The properties of many materials at these wavelengths
need to be determined, particularly dielectric constants, so that the usual optical techniques such
as antireflective coatings can be applied.

E. Closed Cycle Coolers

An imaging system using InSb or GaAs for detecting radiation at submillimeter wavelengths
must provide means for maintaining the detectors at temperature below 5°K and the cold shields
below 20'K, or there about. This can be done easily with liquid helium storage Dewars for
periods of 6 or more hours. For operating convenience, it would be desirable to avoid the
necessity of filling the detector Dewar prior to each use.

While closed cycle coolers are reasonably compact for small heat-loads and temperatures
down to 20 0 K, temperatures below 50K can be reached only with somewhat large units. The
specifications for a closed cycle cooler for a submillimeter imaging system can be determined
only when a preliminary design has been decided upon; however, some estimates can be made.

Heat that must be cooler dissipated comes from three principle sources; radiative transfer
from the outside world, conduction along lead wires, and radiation through the window which is
41,, rbuc.... by the cold filter or by lhe detectors. A rough approxmmation of the radiative heat load
on a cold assembly (-430 0 'K) contained in double-walled Dewar with a simple heat shield is

A. o (T) 4

J q watts
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where A, is the outside area, e is the erissivity of all the surfaces, T is the temperature of the "
outside world (-300 0 K) and a = 5.67 X 10-12 W/cm2 (*K) 4 . Therefore, if the detector and cold '
shield assembly has an area of 200 cmn" and e = 10-2, the heat load from this source would be
approximately q - 2.3 X 10-2 W.

The heat conducted down n lead wires of conductivity, k., cross-sectional area, A,, and

length L, is

q 2s nkA 5 AT/L.

Typical values in this case might be n = 100, A, = 5 X 10-s cm, L=10 cm, AT = 300'K, and
for a wire with low thermal conductivity, k. = 0.1 W/cm°K. The heat load from this source
would be q a 1.5 X 10-2 W.

The radiation absorbed by the filter and detectors can be approximated co-"ervatively (high
value) by calculating the energy incident on the filter as equal to the total energy that would be
emitted by a blackbody of the same area and at the temperature of the outside world A 300°K
blackbody emits 4.5 X 10-2 W/cm2 so that a 25 cm2 filtered aperture would receive about I watt
and would be the dominant heat load.

A cooler that would maintain 4.5°K with a I- to 2-W heat load would most likely be more
than adequate to cool the detector array of any system developed for the submillimeter imager.
As an indication of the characteristics of such a cooler. Cryogenic Technology, Incorporated,
model 504 cooler provides up to 2.5 W cooling at 4.50 K. This total unit weighs about 550
pounds and requires over 9 kW to operate.

F. Active System Considerations

An imaging system can be made active in two ways, broadband illumination and detection,
or narrowband heterodyne detection of reflected energy similar to radar. The illumination
technique can be used to enhance metal objects in an image made from emitted radiation.
However, much more power is necessary than when heterodyne detection is used to reject all
emitted radiation and the image is made entirely from energy reflected in the very narrow
spectral bandpass of the source.

InSb and GaAs detectors have the high sensitivity and fast response necessary for passive
imaging in the submillimeter and millimeter wavelength part of the electromagnetic spectrum. If
sources of coherent radiation were readily available in this region, other applications requiring
active systems would become possible. Targets could be illuminated, heterodyne detection could
be used, and radar and communication systems would be possible.

For most applications, atmospheric absorption at wavelengths between 0.03 and 0.2
Smillimeters is excessive. When fog is present, scattering prohibits the use of wavelengths shorter
than 0.03 mm, therefore 10-mm and longer wavelengths have been used to penetrate fog.
However, when remolution is important, as for imaging, it is desirable to operate at as short a
wavelength as possibie. For ranges up to a few hundred meters, submillimeter wavelengths may
be the most suitable.2 2' 2 3 A resolution of I mraa is possible with only a 1-m collecting

Saxperture.
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1. Illumination

The radiant emittance of a blackbody in a broad spectral bandpass near 0.7 mm is
approximately 10-6 W/cm 2 . To overpower this in a 1-m field of view with radiation from a high
reflectivity diffuse surface would require greater than 10-2 W. Since there will be less than
perfect reflectivity from concealed metal objects, it would appear that at least 0.1 W would be
needed to enhance passive imagery with an illuminator. It is likely, however, that specular
reflection from edges could highlight concealed metal objects with significantly lower power
levels, possibly only milliwatts.

Radiation with wavelengths between 0.2 and 2.0 mm can be generated with either
electron beam devices, gaseous molecular lasers or avalanche diodes, Molecular gas lasers have
been operated at many wavelengths between 0.2 and 2.0 mm." Among the gases used are F12 S,
H2 0, CH 3 , HCN, SO 2 , and alcohols.

The gaseous molecular lasers are generally low-power devices delivering microwatts to a
few mW. However, recent research 2 4,25,26 shows promise of producing watts of power through-
out the submillimeter portion of the bpectrum by pumping with CO2 lasers because of the
extremely high power available from these lasers.

It has been demonstrated that tens of milliwatts of power can be obtained in the
submillimeter portion of the spectrum by pumping symmetric top molecular gases with 10-pUm
radiation from a 200-W pulsed CO 2 laser. The efficiency of this process is presently less than
0.1 percent. No matter how efficientiy the CO2 laser radiation is absorbed, the process will
always have low efficiency as long as each 10-pim photon results in only one rotationally excited
molecule in the submillimeter cavity. Since molecular collisions tend to destroy population
inversions, this mechanism is not available for distributing the 10-pum energy. Therefore, it
appears that the maximum theoretical efficiency would be the ratio of the pump wavelength to
the submillimeter wavelength.

Electron beam devices and avalanche diodes have been pushed to shorter wavelengths
so that both have been made to produce radiation at less than 1 mm. However, the power
output is generally less than I mW. The difficulties experienced in increasing the efficiency or
power are related to device geometry. All the energy must be generated in volume comparable to
a wavelength. In spite of ihis, one backward-wave oscillator (the Thompson CSF Carcinotron)
can be made to deliver about I watt at 1 mm and up to several tenths of a watt at 0.5 mm.
Carcinotrons develop their power in a relatively small volume and appear to be very difficult to
construct. Another electron device, still in the research stage, holds promise of greater power and
efficiency since the radiation is generated as a standing wave in a larger, multimode cavity. This
electron tube is described in some detail by Mizuno, et al.21 and has been reported on by Rusin
and Bogomolov, 2s who called it an "orotron."

The principle of operation can be seen from the sketch of Figure 7 1 from the Mizuno
report. 27 A thin ribbon-shaped beam of electrons is passed very close to a grooved mirror
surface. The electrons interact with the grooved surface and emit Smith-Purcell radiation,2 9 The
flat plate forms a Fabry-Perot cavity with the grooved surface as the other mirrol. A starding
wave is set up and extracts energy from the electron beam.

The most difficult part of the assembly is the accurate machining of the grooved
surfaces. 30 However, a relatively new technique for precise preferential etching along certain
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crystal lattice axes in silicon has been developed at Texas Instruments and should make possible

the manufacture of gratings with extremely accurate dimensions through the use of photomask
techniques. In addition, this method would make possible the creation of groove shapes that
could not be machined at all. Some oi these may significantly improve the efficiency and power
output of the device.

The most impuiant initial step that could be taken would be to expand the theory in
order to predict the optimum groove shape and dimensions. A rigorous three-dimensional theory
of the Smith-Purcell effect was recently presented"' and may be useful in expanding the theory
given by Mizuno et al. 27 in the design of their resonator. While the optimum design for a given
wavelength grating was being developed, the photoetching techniques could be perfected by
building a grooved surface similar to the ones that have already been used but with the greater
precision made possible by these techniques.

"For illumination, then, there is one source that can produce adequate power and
several others that might do so after further development. In the other mode of operation where
heterodyne detection of reflected radiation is used, less radiation by orders of magnitude is
needed and most of these sources are adequate; therefore, this mode of operation will be
considered in more detail.

2. Heterodyne Detection of Sub- DETECTOR

millimeter Electromagnetic Energy
SIGNAL. FROM A

a. Theory TARGET

The heterodyne concept is

used widely in radio, television, and radar
because of high gain and narrow bandwidth
which allows greater sensitivity and ILLUMINATION
frequency selectivity than other detection NOT' SHOWN
methods. Since the invention of the laser,
heterodyne detection has been done at 147539 COLLECTING OPTICS NOT SHOWN

optical wavelengths. The basic schematic Fiure 60. Bask Concert of Heteodyne ebchw

layo ut 3 2 .3 3  for an optical heterodyne
detector is shown in Figure 60. Here, the
illuminator is a coherent source such as a carcinotron or a laser, and beamsplitters mix a small
part of the illuminator power with that scattered from objects within the field of view to effect
a local oscillator signal.

If ei is the e-vector of the incident wave and e. is the e-vector of the local
oscillator wave, then the power detected by the detector is

P = lei + e. 12 (61)

The actual detector voltage is

ed - RP
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where R is the detector responsivity. Assuming ei and e, to be sinusoids then the detector
voltage becomes

ed = Rje + e, I'

RIE2 sin 2 wit + 2E:Eo sin wit sin wot + E0 sin 2 Wsti (62)

2RE1 E, sin (wi - wo)t

The double frequency and sum frequency terms are filtered out by stray capacitance of the
detector. The difference frequency can be a few megahertz or less and is amplified by the
amplifier following the detector. The coefficient of the difference frequency term EEo shows
how the intensity of the local oscillator Eo introduces gain into the process. Actually, for the
condition where the local oscillator beam is vastly greater than that of the signal, the gain is so
high that the signal for unit signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is only a few photons, or

2hcAfP0 = - (63)

according to Teich. 3 2 Here the equation parameters are

h = Planck constant

c = speed of light

Af = electrical bandwidth

X = wavelength

?I = photon efficiency.

Teich reports measured minimum detectable powers near that calculated from Equation (63) at
10.6 pm. For example, at X = 750 pAm and unit bandwidth, P. becomes

2 X 6.626 X i0-'4 X 3 X 108 X IP" = 1.06 X 1021 W/Hz
750 X 10-6 X 0-5

assuming a detector photon efficiency of i? = 0.5. Equation (63) is the basic equation
determining the ultimate sensitivity of a heterodyne detector.

The frequency selectivity can be determined from the derivative of the
wavenumber definition, or

dv = - (cm-)

and (64)

cdX
df - (hertz)

•For example, for a bandwidth of 10 kHz. the wavelength interval of interest is

dX = df X2/c = 10' X (750 X 10-6)1/3 X 108 = 1.88 X 10` pim
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SIGNAL The overall effect of this selectivity is to
reduce greatly the influence of thermal back-
ground since the signal spectrum is entirely

LOCAL within dX while the background has a gray-
OSCILLA'ORO body spectral distribution.

wAvEWowr " dThe wavefronts of the signal
SDETECTOR and local oscillator must be very close to

"parallel, as shown in Figure 61. According to

d Siegman, 4 heterodyne action will occur if
147i this angle is such thatj [] "147/540

Figpwe 61. Basic Resuiction on Orn Amx1s
Between Incident Wavefouts 10 < (65)

for Hetewdyne Action d

The sine of AO/2 is the numerical aperture of the system. For a square detector I mm on an
edge

AO = 750 X 10-6/10-3 = 0.75 rad = 42.9 degrees

For a single lens possessing this angle, the corresponding f-number would be

On .. = 1.27
2 tan A6/2

Thus, a fairly fast optical system could be used here. For sho'ter wavelengths in the infrared and
in the visible, the constraint on AM results in high f-number systems.

b. Anticipated Performance

(I) Active Heterodyne System

There is a substantial body of literature on heterodyne detectors used with
imaging laser radars at 10.6 pm. The imagery from such a system tends to be brilliantly
highlighted on curved surfaces where specular reflections occur. Elsewhere, the imagery is low
contrast because of low diffuse reflection. Beyond a certain distance everything is black because
the laser return is too weak to register and the thermal background is suppressed effectively by
the tiny dX. The visible portions of the imagery possess the speckled pattern characteristic of
imagery made with laser light. Coherent imagery at 750 pim should also possess these properties.

Some idea of the reflected signal irradiance can ce obtained from the
equation

PT ATP AT
H' - for-- <a 2  (66)

a 2 R4 Ir R2

Assuming a transmitted power of PT = I W, target area AT = 10 cm2 . diffuse reflectivity p = I
percent, resolution a = I mrad., and range R = 200 feet, the irradiance at the sensor collecting
aperture is H' : 2.30 X 10-11 W/cm 2 . If a bandwidth of 10 kHz is assumed along with an optical
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efficiency of e 0.3 and an AC = 1 m2 collecting aperture, then the noise equivalent irradiance
(NEI) of the system is

P0 Af 1.06 X 210- X 104
NEI =- =-

Ac e 104 X 0.3

(67)
= 3.53 X 1021 W/cm 2

The irradiance incident on the collecting aperture due to thermal background at 300'K is

HB = NBB (300) cO dX

= 0.758 X 10 , X 10-6 X 1.88 X 10-s (68)

= 1.425 X 10-1o (W/cm 2 )

Comparing H' with both NEI and background, it is seen that H' is a very strong signal. If gain
and dynamic range are adjusted so that the brightest signal just saturates the display, and
assuming a dynamic range of 100:1, it is seen that the background NB is not visible on the
display.

(2) Passive Heterodyne System

In the absence of an illuminator beam, it is unlikely that the heterodyne
detector also can be used to image the thermal background. The irradiance for a 310'K
blackbody is 1.47 X 10-21 W/cm' so that its contrast with the 300'K blackbody is
All = 4.90 X 10-22 Wfcm 2 , which is well below the NEI of Equation (67).

(3) Broadband System

For comparison purposes. consider the performance of a broadband
nonheterodyne system possessing the same optical system and scanner. Assume an InSb detector
with an NEP of 5 X 10-1 3 W/Hz½, and a wavelength band of 500 to 1.000 jim, the NEI for that
system is

NEI = 5 X 10- " X /10TO00/(I0,000 X 0.3)

= 1.66 X 10-1' W/cm 2

The background at 300'K over that wavelength interval is

HB = N (300) a2

= 0.5589 X 10 "2 W/cm2

A target possessing a temperature of 310 0 K produces a contrast of

AH = R (310) -H (300)

= (0.57826 0.55890) 1 10-12

= 1.94 X 10 14 W/cm 2
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which is slightly greater than NEI. The bars over N and H refer to integration over the

wavelength band of interest.

3. Summary

These data are summarized in Table VII. It is evident from these calculations that a
heterodyne system yields higher signol-to-noise ratio in the active case. The nonactive heterodyne
system should not image the thermal background at all, which is consistent with the imagery
taken at 10.6 pm.Z5, 36 At the 200-foot range, the active system reflection is so strong that the
illuminator could be reduced from I W to a lower level.

TABLE VII. COMPARISON OF ANTICIPATED
* .~ PERFORMANCE OF HETERODYNE AND

BROADBAND DETECTORS

Heterodyne Broadband

(W/cm') (Wicra')

No&e equivalent 3.53 x 10"-2 1.66 X 10-14

irradiance (NEI)

300*K background 1.43 X 10- 2 5.59 X 10"-

310*K signal 1.47 x W-0- 5.78 X 10-"

AHpassive 4.9 X 10-22 1.94 X 10'

AHactive 2.30 X 10" 2.30 X 10-"
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SECTION V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The modified Thermtscope developed under this contract has produced imagery from
radiation emitted by objects in the submillimeter spectral region. The major conclusions based on
experiments conducted with this system and related studies are listed.

I 1. At a wavelength near 0.3 mm, good images car. be obtained through one or two layers
-[ of cloth. Only occasionally can an image be made that is distinguishable from folds

and varying cloth thickness when the weapon is covered by several cloth layers, such as
a suit coat. At this wavelength, variations in cloth temperature are easily visible when
the cloth is thick enough to represent more than one optical depth of material. TheseI results are entirely consistent with the measured transmissivities of cloth samplk-.

2. At wavelengths of greater than 0.5 mm, greater penetration of cloth is observed.
Because of the broad spectral response of this detector and the wavelength-dependent
diffraction pattern on the detector, the exact wavelength of maximum system response
is not known. However, peak response to blackbody radiation must lie between 0.6
and 1.0 mm. Images made with the InSb long-wavelength detector show that images
are obtainable through suit coats at a 0.75-mm wavelength.

3, Penetration of fairly thick layers of cloth could be achieved by a system operating in
the 1.0- to 1.5-mm atmospheric window. However, the resolution for a reasonable size
(:3 foot) collecting aperture would limit the range of shape recognition for small
weapons to probably 15 to 20 feet (2 X 10C- radian resolution).

4. A broadband source of radiation has been found to be useful as an illuminator to
highlight metallic objects. It is possible that a milliwatt source of monochromatic
submillimeter radiation would make a significant contribution to system performance.

5. The most crucial step in the fabrication of InSb detectors has been found to be the
contacting process where indium is alloyed onto the ends of the indium antimonide
chip. By maintaining a minimum temperature (ý5270°C) during this process, a high
yield of good detectors with uniform detection characteristics can be obtained.

6. A 10-element linear array of these lnSb detectors was assembled and tested. The NEP
values of the 10 detectors vary by less than 30 percent from an average value
estimated to be 1.4 X 10-13 W-Hz- V. These detectors can be consistently reproduced
and yields as high as 50 percent may ultimately be attainable.

7. Detectors fabricated at higher alloying temperatures have frequently undergone an
aging process in which the device resistance has changed significantly over a period of
months. This aging has been found to act in favor of higher detector sensitivity. The
most sensitive detector to date has undergoqe this aging and has NEP values a factor of
3 better than any other detector. Unfortunately, neither the aging process ncr the
anomalously high sensitivity associated with this detector is completely undLrstood.
Further study will be required before detectors of this quality can be consintently
reproduced in a sufficiently uniform manrir for use in an array.

To achieve an effective real-time imaging system based on the knowledge gained in working
with this feasibility model, three parallel progiams are necessary. One is further detector
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- .7 developnient, the second is the development of a submilF'meter source of radiation, and the third
is preliminary system design.

A. Detector Development

Detectors are often the keys to successful imaging system performance and require
considerable time and optimization effort. In this case, the lnSb detector appears to be the
proper detector for this application. It not only has a longer wavelength response where clothing
is more transparent, but by proper filtering and material selection, it can be made to have peak
response at wavelengths from 0.5 mm to microwaves.

The InSb detector used in this study exhibited detection characteristics considerably better
than those of the typical detector. However, there is no capability to fabricate a large array of
these detectors at this time. To attain this capability further study of the InSb detectors will be
required. The most important detector characteristics requiring understanding are the reasons for
the detector aging and the mechanism by which these detectors absorb submillimeter radiation.

B. Submillimeter Source Development

InSb and GaAs detectors have the high sensitivity and fast response necessary for passive
imaging in the submillimeter and millimeter wavelength part of the electromagnetic spectrum. If
sources of coherent radiation were readily available in this region, other applications requiring
active systems would become possible. Targets could be illuminated, heterodyne detection could
be used, and radar and communication systems would be possible.

One such possible source, the "Orotron," is still in the research stage. This electron-beam
device holds promise for good efficiency at reasonable power output in the submillimeter portion
of the spectrum.

The most difficult part of this device assembly is the accurate machining of a grooved
surface used as a grating. However, a relatively new technique for precise preferential etching
along certain crystal-lattice axes in silicon has beer developed at Texas Instruments and should
make possible the manufacture of gratings with extremely accurate dimensions through the use
of photomask techniques.

The most important initial step that could be taken in developing the Orotron would be to
expand the existing theory in order to predict the optimum groove shape and dimensions. While
the optimum design for a given wavelength grating wzs being developed, the photoetching
techniques could be perfected by building a grooved surface similar to the ones that have already
been rsed but with the greater precision made possible by these techniques.

C. Preliminary System Design

One possible design for a real-time imaging system was discussed in the text of this report.
Numerous other designs are possible and, at this time, the best choice is not clear. In general,
both transmission and reflection optic- could be used. The precision with which components
must be made is very much less than in the infrared portion of the spectrum but somewhat
greater than for microwaves. Therefore, even the materials and construction techniques that
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might be used are not well-defined. Considerable time and effort may be saved by using
rmicrowave techniques for collectors and scanning components, wherever possible. It is
recommended that a detailed design study be conducted for the purpose of defining a real-time
1-milliradian imaging system which uses radiation en-itted in the su~imillimeter_ wavelength
portion of the spectrum.

The present feasibility system can be of considerable value during the development of
detector sources and system design. Detectors and mounting techniques can be performance-
tested. Atmospheric effects and image quality at increased ranges carn be checked. Present sensors
can be used to measure material properties such as transmissivity cnd reflectivity. Some aspects
of an active system in which the target is illuminated can be investigated. The ability to test
techniques on an operating imaging system should prevent many surprises in the construction of
a prototype.
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